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WEEKLY KENTCCKY 
ONE DOLLAR A YEAR.
CAPT. B. F.
UNDERWOOD
Passed Out From Life Fri
day Night
tie Had Been An Invalid
And _ A Great Sufferer
For Ten Years.
4
Prow Prtday's daily,
Capt. Ben T. Underwood died last
Right at about 9:30 o'clock at his Lome
in 
es
this city after a protracted illness.
His death was not altogether a sor-
pries to hts family and free (1., for he
had been in quite a critical condition
for some time.
Caps. Usderwood had been an 1n•-•1-
NEON OkeillONONOns, due tot f-
teselloied hie thigh and vemderld him
helpless Daring all those yea..e, though
unable to leave the Invalid's chair in
which he was wows Awed to have him-
self rolled about wheriver be desired to
En. be remained cheerful and accepted
bis lot without a murmur, hard though
it wee His faithful and devoted wife
was always at hie side to minister to hie
matey want and did all in her power to
wieder his hard kit bearable.
At She time of his death °apt Ueda,-
weed wae_TT years, 7 mouths and 18
*peerage, having been born Nov. IL
. 4/18. la Shelby county, Ky.. wiser* his
early life warn spent on his father's
taria. He was a son of John and Mary
Underwood and wss the youngest mem-
ber of a family of fourteen children. In
ISiel be left his Shelby county home and
came so Hopkinsville to resie, 'swag-
tag in mercantile pursuits. a/lessineer he
carried on for thirty years with varied
nooses. When the war broke out he
seat Ids lot with the side of the Union
sad is Bepetisiber 1861, he enlisted in
the Federal army and organised Oons-
pany • of Twenty-fifth Kentucky
infantry. and was chosen captain of the
otraipany. Jest after the battle of Shi-
loh, in April 1889, he resigned his eon-
mimes& in the army and returned hams.
Ia politic:she was a staunch Republican
and a leader in his party. Ells popular-
ity with his party secured him the nom-
ination for circuit court elect in 1880
and he sae easily elected and filled the
'Moe for six years in a manner highly
arediesibis to himself and satisfactory le
the goblin.
IlKlept, Underwood was twice married,
his trot wife, whom he married in 1844,
being Miss lithelinda C. Campbell, who
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eti" 
this city in 
186".aving on. ahu" BIGGER THAN
Mr.
-O. B. Underwood, the well- ur
n
.
coal dealer of this oily In :NM
Underwood married the second t
ime -
Mrs. Martha J Randolph. widow of 
Dr.
Was Randolph and &daughter of Ca
pt.
0. W. Roach of Trigg county
, who,
with one son, Thomas 0. Underw
ood,
the editor of the New Eta, sur
vives
him.
Capt. Underwood was a high-tooted
,
honorable, upright man„who stood high
in the estimation of all who knew him.
He was a man of a bright, sunny dispo-
sition, which even his long years of c
ur
feting failed to destroy or even 
to
change
The funeral services will take place
this afternoon at 4 30 o'clock at 
the
family residence on Campbell stree
t
and will be oonducted by Rey. J T.
Rushing, pastor of the Methodist church.
Interment will be at Hopewell Oemetery.
ROAOCAP-FUQUA
Announcements have been received
by frienes h e of the marriage of Miss
Piqua to Mr. David
kedrew Roadeap, which took plass
Wednesday evening June 19th at Jones-
boro, Teen. Mr. and Mrs. Roadosp
will be at home after July 1, at Clifton
Forge, Va.
The bride is the daughter of Dr. and
Mrs. William N. Fuqua of this city,
and is a young woman of rare intellectu
al a000mplishments, and is a very
talented artist. She has a host 
of
friends in this city. The groom who
 is
a prominent business man of Cl
ifton
Forge, Va., is to be congratulated 
on
his good fortune in winning such 
•
charming young lady for his broke.
HOW IT IS DONE.
The Gregobject in life with the Amer-
ican people is to "get rich ;" the second,
how to regain good health. The first
can be (Maned by energy, honesty and
saving; the oeoond (good health) by
axing Green's August Flower. Should
you be a despondent sufferer frcin any
of the effects of Dyspepsia, Liver Com-
plaint, Appendicitis, Indigestion, etc.,
each IM Sick Headache, Palpitation o
f
the Heart, Hour Stomach, Habitual C
os-
themes", Disetnees of the Head, Nerv•
lieoPreetration, Law Spirit", etc., you
used not suffer another day. Two dee
m
of the well known August Flower 
will
relieve you at once. Go to R. O. Hard
.
wick and get a sample bottle free. Reg-
ular else 75c Get Greea's Prise Alma-
nac.
DIVIDEND NO. 31
At the regular annual meeting of the
Board of Directors of the Oreeeent Mill-
ing Co.. the usual three per oent. (3%)
dividend was declared out of the net
earnings for the six months ending May
31st, and payable July 1s1.
F K. YOST. Sec'y and Tress •
fd2t,isrlt
OEN. CHAFFEE APPOINTED MILI-
TARY 00VERNOR OF PHILIPPINES.
‘44.1110W-,,
!bap W Posh Iles. Jr Valk.
MA JOS OSNIMISI, ARIL R. CIAYEIL
Old Indian Fighter Will
Succeed MacArthur.
(Special to New Era.)
WASHINGTON, D 0 , June 24.-
An order has been issued naming Gen.
Maffei, mditary governor of the unlit-
;woo.
The military has been ordered to va-
cues the Ayuntiamento, the large public
banding which was eri cted out of the
municipal funds of Manila for govern-
ment purposze. This will be °coupled
by the civil officers in the Philippines.
The maim* of lialacayan, heretofore
occupied se headquarters for Gees. Otis
and MacArthur,also has been ordered
vacated by the mititary authorities and
will be cecupied by Governor Taft.
Malacayan was the headquarters of: the
Spanish Glassine General when in com-
mand in the Philippines, and the na-
tives have come to regard it as the head-
quarters or seat of of government. The
Istada Mayo, amoebae large publics building, is t
o be the military t eadqarters
and will be tempted by Gen. Chaffee, when he 
assumes command.
NIGHER ASSESSMENT
Rust Be Made in The Future By Comely
Officials.
The state board of equalization which
has been in session since February, ad•
lourned sine die Saturday. The board
in its final report gives notice to county
officials that the amassment, nest year
meat be made upon a higher basis of
valuation than last year, and if not the
state board will increase it when it coo -
veneer
Eighty per cent was made the basis
I valuation last year, but it proposes to
go so eighty-five nest time
GOES TO mom*.
From Monday daily!
Row. Rob't. S. Carter left this morn-
ing for Charlottervilie, Va., and will
mead a few days therebefore going to
assithfield, Va., where he has accepted
the rectorship of a church.
Mr. Oast.: delivered his last sermon
from the pulpit of (1race Episcopal
charch yesterday morning and was
heard by a large congregation. His
parisidoners and the people of the city
generally regret the departure of Mr.
Carter and his family. The beet
withesot the community will follow
theme* their new home.
What's Your Face Worth?
Sornelimee a fortune, but never if you
have a sallow oompletion, jaundiced
hook, nieeli palettes and blotches on the
shin-all algae of Bret troubie. But
Dr. Kisses NewLAfe pills give oleos this
rosy cheek., rich complexion. Only 26
omits at J. 0. Cook, 0. K. Wyly, An-
derson & Fowler's drug Worse.
BURIAL AT HOPEWELL.
Miss Katie O'Brien, formerly of thie
fitly and sister of the late John O'Brien,
died Sunday at Earlington, aged 50
The remota' will be brought to Hop-
libewille a$5 27 this afternoon and will
be taken iinmeltritely to Hopewell cam-
elony niters the interment will the
SW.
BROUGHT 000D PRICES.
Another satisfactory auction sale of
Main street property was held Saturday
afternoon. The three-story building
belonging to J. J. Thompson, adjoining
the Bank of Hopkinsville on the South
side, was sold to Moses L. Elb, the con-
sideration being 26,e25.
The Bradshaw building. between
Moayon's and the Kentuckian office,
was sold to Mee J. Moayon for $3,775.
A TEXAS WONDER.
HALL'S GREAT DISCOVERY.
One small bottle of Hall's Great Ms-
°every oozes all kidney and bladder
troubles, removes gravel, cures diabetes'
seminal emissions weak and lame backs,
rheumatism and all irregularities of the
kidneys and bladder in both men and
women, regulate. ,bladder troubles in
children. If not sold by your druggist
will be sent by mail on (receipt of $1.
One small bottle is two months' treat-
ment and will cure any case above
mentioned. Dr. E. W. Hall, sole man-
ufacturer, P. 0. Box 629, St Louie, Mo.
Send for testimonials. Bold by all
druggists and T. D. Armistead
Hopkinsville, Ky, June 7, 1901.
This is to certify that I was troubled
with kidney and bladder diseases for
three years and found nothing to relieve
me until I tried The Tees' Wonder,
Hall's t ;resit Discovery, which has giv
en me positive relief and I think a per-
manent cure
JAS. M. HIPKINS.
SOLDIERS RETURN.
Messrs. Harry Girard Hick Dean,
Otho Mullin, Dave Berry, Tom Witty
and Emmett Holman, young lOhrietian
county men who have been serving
thetr country as members of the filet in-
fantry in the Philippines, have returned
home. They were mustered out of ser-
vice) last week in San Francisco. Capt.
Robert Payne and several other Hop'
Merrille boys will return home in a few
days, having stopped over in St. Louis.
• 
Gish & Garners Wild Goose Lioi
meat owes rheumatism and neuralgia
TIUCRII TNE SAT. AS avulses
LOUISVILLE'S
Will Be Hopkinsville's
Good Roads Convention.
Only Metal Road Will Be
Built Here-Govern-
or Invited
Secretary Gary has sent out the fol-
lowing notices to all the newspapers in
this region:
"A moot issue of the Courier Jour•
nal complaisantly states that the N•-
boost Good Roads Convention to be
held at Louisville next week was a
State affair and that district conven-
tions wool.' be held later at Hopkins-
villa and other plaoes. We beg to say
that this big train of special rose' ma-
chinery, ell the experts, the commissary
department, and every appurtenance of
the National display will be right on the
spot bore in Llopkineville July 10th
and 11th. No split circus here- on the
contrary oars will be by far the more
interesting exhibit, inasmuch as our
sample mile of model highway will be
metalled, thus bringing into operation
the giant crushers that will not be
needed in Louisville whose sample
mile is to be of the earth, earthy. How.
ever, Louieville will be utgod through
our Invitation Committee to visit Dar
big convention and see all that Is to be
seen, crushers included."
Tao 0ourier•Journe.i says:
Kr. J. H. Eggleton and his son, Mr.
William H. Eggleton, of Hopkinsville,
called upon Mayor Weaver yesterday
afternoon to f :tend to him and through
him to the member. of the General
0ouncil and the officials of the city of
Louisville a cordial invitation to attend
the Good Roads convention which is to
be held in Hopkineville July 10 and 11.
Ur. Eggleton givee assurance that the
Oommittee on Arrangements will omit
no detail necessary to an instructive
and suoceesful convention. Wbile the
Hopkiusville convention is primarily for
the benefit of Western Kentuoky,w here
good roads are very few and fir be-
tween, yet visitors from all over the
State will be more than welcome. The
same process that will be displayed in
Louisville will be employed in Hop-
After calling upon the Mayor, the
Messrs. Eggleton went to the Board of
Trade, and through President Taylor
and Supt. Buckney extended to the
members of that organisation an invi-
tation to visit flopkinaville and witness
the good roads demonstration. The
Commercial Club members were also
especially invited to be present
A Frankfort dispatch says:
Au invitation was received at the ex-
ecutive department today from the obi-
Zen. of Hopkinsville to the Governor
and his staff to attend the good roads
convention to be held in that city on
July 10 and II next. If convenient for
him to do so, the executive will attend
the convention.
41.
SINKINU FORK ITEMS.
Bev. 0. W. Davis preached Sunday
morning and evening. The services
were well attended, among the number
representatives from Bainbridge, Gra-
cey, Cerulean. leopkinsville and other
point..
Mies Mina Wood. who, for softie
weeks put has been visiting her mother
Mrs. Phillips in Livingston county, is
again at home. We are glad indeed to
welcome her return.
Mr. L. W. Guthrie, recently of Bow-
ling Green, left this morning for the
Pan-American exposition, where he will
enter the walking contest. We prediot
stiooess as Mr. iinthrie has already ac-
quired a -pedeetrianary" reputation.
Miss Sallie Cavahaugh, who has been
visiting her Water, Mrs. G W, Northam
returned home Sunday.
Mrs. J. T. Stephens and son are
spending some time with Mr. and Mrs.
L. N. Hill.
Mr. Lucian Murphy, of Hopkineville,
was visiting in our midst Saturday and
'Sunday.
We regret to learn that Mrs. Donis
Woosley is quite sick at her home near
Hopkinsville. Mrs. Susie Woosley will
spend some days with her until she is
convalescent
Mr. Geo. Vaughan and Mies Hattie
Wood spent Sunday at Hickory Hill.
The strawberry season is over, but
sun-kissed cherries, red and luscious in-
vite attention, and June apples will
soon taste good.
Mrs. M. L. Davenport and daughter,
Hiss Bertha, spent Wednesday in Hop.
kinsville.
Mrs. Oornelis Oavanah will visit Sun-
nybank soon.
Mr. Edgar Miller, recently of Arizona
has decided to remain in Kentucky mud
will live al Mr. G. T. Underwood's.
Whatever the attractions abroad.
there is no place like home' e, Sink-
ing Fork.
We trust this bit of egotism is par-
donable, rather commendable. Has not
Scott written
-Live there a man with soul so dead
Who never to himself bath said
This is my own, my native land."
And does not patriotism women in
laving country. state, county and home'
B. 0. H.
Job Couldn't Have Stood It
If he'd had itching piles. They're
terribly annoying, but Buotlen's Amin
Salve will ours the worst case of 
piles
on earth. It has cured thousand. 
For
injuries, pains or bodily eruptions its
the best salve in the world. Price
 Mc a
box. Cure guaranteed. Sold by 
L.. L.
Elgin, 0. K. Wyly, J. 0. Oook, A
nder-
son & Fowler
palSONAL NOTES.
From Mondays daily
Ube N. 0. MaGwire, the professional
nurse, will leave Tuesday for Buffalo
,
N. Y , to attend the Pao-American
 Er
position. While there she will join the
New York Nurses' Association, 
which
meets at the exposition July 2nd,
Warner Oampbell, of Louisville, spen
t
yesterday with his father in thus city.
J. D. Ware has resurued from Ash
e-
ville. N. 0.
Mr. and Mee. Joe Rogers have gon
e
to Nashville to spend stew days.
Mr. and Mrs. Harry ilively, of Nash-
ville, are visiting the family of Mr. Jo
hn
Brasher.
Kenneth Brown, of Le:Wigton, is
 in
the city on a short visit.
Mr. J. H. Aodeason, ofi Hopkinevil
who has been visiting his parent., M
r.
and Mrs. S. W. Anderson, retu
rned
homeyesterday -Owensboro Messenge
r
Will Trice is spending a few days at
Dawson
Mrs 1,:zzie ()lardy aud Aliso Minnie
Massie were called to Washington,
, Saturday by the ;Math of a relative
.
*Ma Shepherd, of Montgomery, Ala.,
is itsitiog lire. Ira Smith.
Hugh Adam.. of ‘1...aiisuieriiie I's
iting Matt Adams.
°harks O. Prowse is se journiug at
Cerulean.
Mies Herndon is visiting Mr and Mrs.
Bailey Waller.
Meted %meg F. J Brownell and Mary
Morton will return from Louisville so
night.
Mrs Virginia Jones teturned to hied
isonville this morning
Mite Hattie Dietroll is visiting MO.
Ells ibeth Garrott at Oak Grove.
CROP 1S
•
NEW ER
IT ISA PITY SO FEW WOMEN ILA BOY'S
PLANTED. kre 111)etliZelycatFari ;eel LUCKY FIND
Will Be Larger and Better
Than Last Year's
Market Active, But Prices
Irregular--Report
Of Inspectors.
F r,,rn set tirdas •• daily.
Receipts in I be Hopkiesville Woe no
' market for this week are 540 hogeheatis;
offerings 688, and sales (public and pri-
vates 545. The ofteiltags were as a
whole veer poor, bit some few bogs
=rebeads of very bane° appeared.
The market was es, but prices were
somewhat irregular, especially on ilat
t ibacoo The es of leaf were
in good deal sew were firm to
stronger. how and medium leaf was a
little weak, tut not enough to change
quotations. Lags of all kinds were in
demand at foil prices. French tobaccos
continue in strong demand at unchang-
ed prices, but buyers are particular
about condition. Long rebandling lest
has need of friends and is oomparatively
the cheapest grade on the market. The
crop can now be said to be fully planted
and if nothing happens to it a much
Isrger and better rr..p wl:1 le mad, than
Istt year We quote:
Mr. Moses L. Fib has returueJ front
Cerulean. Low
Witt Wicks has gone to Dewiest to
emend @overeat days.
Herman Southall is sojourning at Or.
• .
Mrs. R. 0. Hardwiok is visiting Mr
.
and Mrs. S. W. Anderson, her p
arente,
in Owensboro. how
I
...... .4 Loeet
°ornate's'  4 dOle4 75
Medium 4 75ea 5 24
Good .     626.75
Fine  .6 00016 60
Long . .  6 00616 75
John T. Ednitiod spent yesterda
y at Oommou 
Cerulean. Medium  
W. D. Lindsay, of Hopkinsville, 
is
visiting his ,on, Manager 0. A Linds
ay
Fine
A fricunsof the Uunib
erIand Telephone Oompany.
-Olarksville Leaf-Ohronicle.
Mr. Robert Du. cin,of Bowling Green
,
is 'Jabbing relatives here.
R. H, Mason went to Hopkinsville
yesterday  Messrs. Dade Green and
Gordon Nelson, two of Hopkiosville'
s
most worthy young men have been th
e
guests this week of Mr. George Oatlett
at Mineral Mound. Mr. Green is th
e
son of our popular prison commissione
r
and Mr Nelson Is a prominent tobac
co.
nist.-Eddyville Notes in Tile of t
wo
Cities.
Mr. J. E. Oroft, of Orofton, whose
 se-
rious illness has been noted in the N
ew
ERA, Is somewhat improved and left to
-
day for Hot Springs, Ark.
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Broker IL D Boiler writes to the
New Etta 1111 follows.
The market opened quiet and easy
with lugs firm and in good demand.
while leaf of all grades was irregular,
teary and lower . Large re- j got io n re
stilted. Private sales continue on a lib-
eral fleet's at fair to good prices. The
factories are beginning to otos. and re-
ceipts will fall off from now on. Plant-
ing of crop is about over.
Mr. Dick Holland returned to Padu-
cah to lay after a visit to relatives here.
ONE HUNDRED LIVES LOST
IN WEST VIRGINIA FLOOD.
First Rumors Of Fatali-
ties Exaggerated.
Property Damage Will
Likely Reach Several
nil! ion Dollars.
(Special to New Era.)
BLUMFIELD, W. V• , June 24.-
This entire section has been visited 
by
• flood, the extent of which will no
t
be known for several day..
One hundred lives, and perhaps more
,
have been lost.
Owing to the prostration of tele
-
graph wires, but little news can -be 
re-
ceived from the stricken section.
Keystone. a town of about 2.50o in-
habitants, was &latest totally destroy
ed.
The town of Vivian was also in th
e
storm center. The Norfolk and We
st-
ern railroad, which penetrates that 
sec-
tion, lost thirty miles of track
 and
Bridges, and has been abandonded for a
distance of 200 milles-from Kenova t
o
Bluefield.
Thirty-three mines in the Flat Top
region have been damaged, and 
many
of them ruined.
The entire property damage in t
hat
district is estimated at $2,000,000.
Early yesterday morning shortly afte
r
midnight a heavy downpour of rain 
be-
gan, accompanied by several 
electric
storms. which violently incteas-d 
in
volume, hnt continuing for seve
ral
hour.. This continued throughout 
the
entire day and night
At Keystone it is known that sixteen
residents of the north side of the stream
lost , their lives and many of th
ose
living on the month or lower side were
drowned.
At Burke, a suburb, of Keystone, a
number are missing and eight are re-
ported dead.
At least lSOO coins mules were
drowned. Several mines are reportea
flooded.
On the north fork brauelc of the .No
r•
folk & Western hundreds were 
ren-
dered homeless, sad ar e 
camp-
ing in the mountains. Only one 
of the
ten collieries located on Ibi
s branch
escaped the Asbiand, it being 
located at
the head of the stream. T
he McDowell
Omit Oompany lost twel
ve residencies.
The Roanoke I 'ompany 
lost their boiler-
house and the lot) besee•power boilers
were swept four miles down the st
ream.
The Louisville Company's store 
is a
wreck and the stock of goods a tot
al
loss.
At Rolfe a large number of miners'
house* were swept away, as well as the
handsome residence of the company's
physician. Twenty five houses are
jammed together in one large mass of
broken timber and debris.'
At the Gilliam Company's o)Illery the
powder house aud fourteen houses are
demolished. At Indian Ridge the com-
pany'. store was destrowed and all the
stock lost The resident* of °apt 0
'
Botsford, the:tmeotsger, is wrecked
also. The north fork track is nearly
all washed away, all the trestles being
gone except one.
In the Elkhorn Valley it is utinisted
that the loss to the railroad and coal in-
terest will exoeed $2,000,000 Out of
twelve miles of main lite doable treck,
only one mile remains, aid all the
bridged are gone.
The °osier Company lost a thousand
horse, power electric plant and many
buildings and coke ovens, the whole be-
ing valued at 960.000
The House Company is damaged
about $20,001)
The Tierney interest, consisting ot
foot oollieriee, will stand to lose $65,000
There are over twenty collieries whose
damage is very great.
Later advice' from tbe Olineh V• 1-y
division confirm the reported drewnine
of ten ;orisons
A family named Hook, living near the
river dose to Pounding Mill Station, OD
the Olinoh Valley division, were all
drowned, six perishing.
Secretary of State Dawson, in the ab-
sence of Go-. White, sent a message to
Uol J. 0. Hewitt, at Bramwell to take
charge of the situation and to wire the
Governor his needs. The company of
national guard at Bramwell was ordered
out to sadist in guarding the property
end more troops will be eent as soon so
it is possible to get them them there
A supply of tent. at Bramwell was or-
dered to be given out to the suffering,
and soon as a relief train can be sent
over the Norfolk & Western railroad
more tents will beseut from Hunting
ton and this city. If the road cannot
be ready for use at noon a relief train of
wagons wiU be lent.
Bodies are being recovered many
miles down the streant,wbere they were
washed ashore The latest report says
that the lower end of the coal field be-
tween Vivian and Gray suffered severe-
ly. Fully a million dollars damsel) has
been done to coal and lumber interests.
Three daughtersof Coal Oil Inspector
Dinsmore are reported drowned at Key-
stone
ELKTON ENTERPRISE.
Vroin Monday's Daily.
There is a.movement on foot among
our marriageable young men and wido-
wers especially, to invite the heiress,
Miss Trion, to make her home in Elk-
ton and deposit her millions in our lo-
cal financial institutions. The mar
riageable men's movement will ask the
city waned and board of trade to join
them in the invitation. There is
scarcely a doubt that Miss Tyson will
accept 
-Elkton Progress
STORE ROBBED
The general merchandise store and
postoffice conducted by John 0 Misuser,
at ()lardy, was entered last night by
burglars who stale about ten dollars in
email change.
C741.11117LICSTE.X.411..
loin the Ths OM You Hie
INisou•
Miss Anna canter', Clayton, Ill.
Miss Anna Careten, Clayton, Ill.,sayss
',Your Pawns did me so much good.
I believe I should have been dead by
this time had I not used It lam les&
Mg so well now. I have not taken any
nestikine for four or fire months. I
can cheerfully recommend Peru ne to
My friends."
Everywhere the people, especially the
women, are praising Peruna ass remedy
for all forms of catarrhal difficulties.
Roza Tyler, Vice President of the Illi-
nois Woman's Alliance, writes from 9111
Raft Sixtieth street, Chicago, Ill.,the
following:
"Daring the past year I gradually loot
Scab and strength until I was unable to
perform my work properly. I tried dif-
ferent remedies, and finally Perna& was
suggested to me. It gave me new life
and strength. I cannotspeak too highly
of it."
The extreme sensitiveness of the ma-
cons lining of *very organ of a woman's
body is well known to physicians. This
explains why, in part at least, so few
women are entirely free from catarrh.
Perlin& ORM catarrh wherever It Is
located.
Send for free catarrh book. Addreas
Hartmen, Col am bna Ohio.
DIRECT TO GLASGOW.
The Illinois Cestral Establishes re New
Steamship Line
The enterprise and the liberality of
the Illinois Central railroad has often
been noted in these eclumns Now an-
other chapter is to be added Through
its foreign freight agent, Mr Balwiv,
this road has arranged for a regular
lice of steamers from New Orleans to
Glasgow, Scotland. The that *semi
to leave for Glasgow will be thit Ty-
meric, which will sail in the first half
of August. The Tymeric is a first.
class vessel of the Elder, Demeter &
00. line, and will prove populsr. The
I. 0. his long had regu'ar servioe to
Liverpool, London and other European
points, but has never been able before
to establish direct c mituunication wit?,
Glasgow, having had to depend on
chartered steamers, of which ttley have
hid a great many
This new move will add much to the
prestige of this great road and eles.rv•
edly so and will innure to the benefit in
various ways, of its millions of cus-
tomers everywhere.
•
WHOLESALE
I RETAIL
:-W. T. .
ooper
& COMPANY.
Grocers.
OF. COURT HOUSE
DO YOU
NEED AN EXTRA.
PAIR OF TROUSERS?
SEE OUR
$5.00
GOODS!
WARD BROS.,
112, S. Main. "71
MIRK
Cald well County 
Boy!' ei-is Ifised"aaressr.....as °lint through f11  the i:oress idaP°this°11.e skin,
Maim redeem, burning and itching. So terrible
at times, especially when the body is over-
Plovoi Up Pile Of rloney. 
that the almost distracted sufferer feels 
that be
tear the akin to pieces, and that he tnust scratch or
go mazy. Be knows from experience that this 
only
makes milers wome, but, made desperate by the t
errible
Writing and beim; he is for the time being iet
elirferent to after edged& Them
are soma forms of lemma, the moist, or weepi
ng kind, that comes is little pm-
"In which Mocha"' a watery,
 sticky fluid, which dries and peels off in bran-l
iko
exam fie 'Wow is the discharge at times that 
large scabs or crusts form, Irina
ore both painful and troublesome, and not easily 
removed. Red, disfiguring
enti 
b
sores are symptoms of Eczema. The
 dry form usually artarka theS
/made sad feet; the akin, becoming hard and rou
gh, often yeacrac2man
blinding, and attended willesan* itching Eczem
a depends upoa• IOW
dition el the sod hied
Wit. L. Marao,Neeendile, Ilea Diego County, a licati
nle, edlibt imeddnig
084 erne« i •'Ny body broke old with a rash
as eirmatioa whisk in smite of all efforts to curs
tinned to set yeses. The isehtse, especially
slant, was sins*, trarrible; it would almost
it limey wetly to return worse than
ever. I had tried many highly reoenunend
led
rrillifte" to give it a fair trial, and was
without benefit, and hoaxing of S.
delighted when a few bottles
ISO y, removing every blemish and
otamta tram me betty. I shall not fail to roma-
mead. N. S. III, whenever an opportunity *mars.
Found Where a Big Tree
Had Until Very Re-
cently Stood.
(Special to New Era.
PRINCETON, Ky., June 21.-While
plowieg in an old field which has been
in col•ierst on for inure than fifty years
the eleven-yes r-ald 11 of Jou. Crews
unearthed a pile of moray amenntiog
about four hundred dollars. Some of
I the wine are Spaeieb and dates back $o
the year 1811
Most of 0- ni are. etowever, Arm noon
half deilses. thee bewiest dating to 1845
The mos.ey was .videnilv burled in an
Ow, a. a spil!'g to to a al Oa was
1.413.)(1 with i It It In !I .141 that a large
tree had stood w here find was made.
The toy was &Imola speechless when
he reached home, so great ars La ex-
do wino
11ERNIKIN Nous.
The farm re have begun tatting
wheat.
Miss Eva Briny-., of Weaver's Seurs,
has beeu visiting friends at Heroduu
ono atteudieor meesiug.
M ages °mote sea bailie Mee were
last Friday lied Saturday the guest" of
Miss Tilly
Miss Elliott is visiting the Misses
Anderson.
Miss Dawson, of Roaring Springs, is
visiting at Mrs. T. V. DaW/00.11.
Misses Cayce and Major were the guests
of Miss Stone Friday and Saturday.
Mr Lyle died at his home in Tecnes•
see and wu buried at Mrs Giles' near
Herndon. He was a member of the
Ohrietiao church
Mr. °barite Hall, of Big Rook, was in
our town Satuiday and Saucier.
Dr. Blackford has
Herndon his home
Mr. Charles lifejir was
Sunday and Sunday night.
The meeting conducted by Rev-
Moore is being bold through the second
week and as • result of his labors, there
nu been eight c inversions. ,
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icertainties in treating disease is coun-ter irritation-the effect, usually, ofOuter.. But Jontreox's BelladonnaPlaster is more than a mere excitantof the skin; it relieves and e ves alsoby the absorption of its medicinalproperties. Hence the sureness and
thoroughness of the relief it gives.
There are other good plasters, but
this is the beet. And the best is
what we want. The genuine bears
the Red Croon Look for it.
JORNIUM dt JOHNSON.
Manufacturing Climes, Now York.
decided to make
Is
aseliog, mod any toments
=teat odium the iffidemma-
has mod Odds& masa
be oaeoldmed cum, bemuse
'Mesa smisilim do stet
Vesess.couselludewel WebbedBalm, Weems*
powders. Istiosa mad do
more ham Onopod, by
smearing over
the pores of Um Ada,
forcing the poison heck into the bleed S. S. S. antidotes and
 seetralimelhoocid
poisons and drives out of the circulation all impurities and 
humors, mad thopure,
rich blood that is carried to the diseased skin quickly allay
s the istiosimistioa,
cries the clogged up pores, and the skin becomes soft, smooth and
 to
its proper functions. To be rid of Eczema you must first puri
fy and up the
book cm blood sadteed vegetable blood purifier. Send for our a
triablood, and nothing so surely
 and effectually does this as a S. S., the only
purely 
As
aid write our physicians for any information or advice_ you in
s deeke.
advice sad book free. ma SWIFT 5POCAPIC  AMAPMA. 0411.
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*ELBERT HAY KILLED BY
FALLING FROM A WINDOW.
.ADELBERT S. HAY. VONBUL AT PRETOItIA.
(Special to the New Era)
in Herxdon NEW HAVEN, Oonn., June 24.-A
d-
elbert Stone Hay, former consul of the
United elates at Pretoria. South Africa,
and eldest sett of Secretary of State
John Hay, fall from a window in the
third story of the New Haven House in
this oily shortly before 2:30 o'clock Sun-
day morning and instantly killed.
The dead man was a graduate of Yale
of the class of '98, and his death occur-
red on the eve of the university corn-
menomnent, which brought him here
yesterday, and in Which, by virtere of
ever the whole oily and will undoubted•
wily be felt throughout the day, whi
ce
heretofore has been so brilliant and fall
of happiness for Yale and her lam
The full details of the kali& seal-
dent will never be known. Mr. Ray
Lad room, at the New Raven house fee
00MOtabeeReSt treat. It is generally
supposed, however, that after going to
his room, he west to the irincldw for
air, and sitting oa the sill, he &tad off
and, overbalancing, fall to the pave-
ment Wow, a dimness of tally at test.
The fall resulted in taillaut death.
his class °Mee, the young man would 
Searetary Hay, who sollepood on be
have been one of the leaders l
ag of his son's dm* in Make today
The terribly tragedy has oast • gloom and is 
able to sit up.
as
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No. 1.
Ingenuity and enterprise are constantly giving to
the farmer labor saving devices and conven
iences
for the profitable conduct of his farm.
Stagnant Pond
Water
drunk by his mulch cow would give all his f
amily
chills. 'the is up to-date and wide awake 
he will
bore a well and put in a pump and run it by a
Gasoline Engine.
The Bates & Edmund is the best make. We
handle it. He doesn't care then whether the win
d
blows or not, he can get pure water for his cattle 
and
horses, wind orno wind, rain or no rain.
...miromp.o•I•e•-.....-
No. 2.
We Ask You to Call and See the Noi
Timken Roller
Bearing Buggy
It never requires a drop of
oil; and runs so lightly your
horse gets in front and stays
there when hitched to one of
them. Takes no dust.
Buy a Timken. Any kind
and price buggy can be found
on our floors.
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THE NEW ERA
-PUBLOOSED.By-;
New En Priatiag Publish' g Co
MUSTER WOOD, President.
-
OFFICE -New Era Bnilding, Seventh
flemesk near Main, Ropkinaville, Ky.
$1.00 A YEAR.
gentateed at Us* goatothott tu Hopkinsville
as mooed-class snail mattor
Friday, June 28, 1901.
- 
ADVERTISING RATES: -
thips Utah, drat insertion t ISO
One inch. ou• month. sou
Oats inch, came months  el oil
Oeslittels, six months. uu
One 1110A. OAS year lb Ou
Additional rates may be bad by applioa-
Oboe al the mace.
Traament advertising must be paid for to
Odessa".
Charges tor yearly advents/menu will be
liellooteu quarterly.
/al advertisements Inserted without spec-
▪ tone will be charged fur until ordered
est
Aaawarawasate OS Idsrttages and Deaths,
• lieteaMat ere. lines, and nuticea of
sreasalag ettamiese gratis.
Onituery Mottoes. hadolutions of Reapect,
arid otber sizillar mottoes, nvetieuts per
- CLUBBING RAUL -
Tee W JIMMY N se ERA and the to/lowing
=
Tiats year:
*oak courier-Journal . .. II Ott
15ss3-W *Italy A. Lotus itepublis I 14.1
IMOM-WiesiLly &Mob.- Demuurat... .. 1 lb
Weekly Utisolabati haquirer. . I be
easel- Meekly liaahvitits American . I so
Went, hosioviite Commercial
Ifirt-Weemly New York World  I to
imits Louisville ?mit i au
name sae YAZOO  I SI
liaaloral itagaatne-Rnaton lie
Weakly /Lomat& Lonstitutiuu I TO
WsoiLlot New Vote Tribune I It
TEC-Weekly New York TrIbuue I 7+7$
Fervaistes dame outset new
saimenters ewe, . I Te
mu Sal ellialanug rams with any magazine
ee fibewayspor laistsd in taus United states
COURT DIALCTOR .
Oman 00ewr-Fizetanday in June
and fourth Monday in Yebrahry and set,-
*ember.
00Ont-Second Mondays
In January, April. July and October.
TMOCAL Uocrirr-Firtit Tuesday in April
Med October.
CIININTY Uocrie-First Monday in every
month.
DEMOCRATIC FUSION TICKET.
Far County Judge,
W. P. WINFREE.
For Oounty Attorney.
FRANK RIVE.
For County °left,
J L. P'POOL
--
For Sheriff.
GEO. B. ouorr.
For Assessor,
DAVID SMITH.
For Supt. at Schools,
F. H. RENSHAW
For Surveyor,
a: P. RIVES.
For Jailer,
N. A. LITTLEFIRLD.
Fee Representative.
FRANK B. BASSETT.
Free Sart books will be distributed
imam( the mils of the first four grades
of the public schools of Chicago. By
inns of 1$ to 3 the Board of Education
has peened a remolutioa So this effect.
Thalbeard has appropriated $91,000 for
the menses of the bunt
. The English Issetaage is lurching on.
Australia is now the third largest Rug-
-speaking oonntry in the world. B
tee renal nous English is spoken by
1.1111.1119.000 people in the United States
Itatil the British empire.
It is now stand that there are 1,000
ISOM of leprosy in the United States,
amd that congress will be baked to do
4111111111411111g to stamp it out. The goy-
4111111111614 has been ineestigatieg the
melees daring the past few weeks, and
is surprised at the number of cases re-
pined by the county and city officials
Memeglioat the country. In New Or-
n 74 seem are repined, most of theta
Juin Hallam. The state of Minnesota
MOM IS oases. The beet way So avoid
MU dames, of each disuses is 'to start
early ilk the gime and make • relentless
Ight.
The hooks of the Clay Auditor at Lex-
Inglis see at reel all rumors that a re-
°steer will be asked for the oily on w-
ould of embarrassed finances. The
hooka show that the bonded indebted
MN has bees tit creased by nearly $71,-
$41112uring the present year, and that
the la new in the treasury to the
Melina the various funds a total of
BOUM agitates which there is a float
lag debt of 0,000.
The numb are to be arranged before
Oingems in a nomograph that will be
softened to that body by the Ind math&
Oseemission, and the national execu-
tive body will be told that the Sherman
sadiron law is wholly inadequate to
den with Simmering combinations of
enpital. In addition to the report of the
anamlimion as a body, several of the
numbers will make individual reports
Le these tbere will be a recommends-
Om for a oonatitutional amendment
against gnash'.
OUR TRADE WITH CHINA.
Omni General Goodnow, of Shang-
hai, has submitted to the State Depart-
ment an important report on the
(has trade. He my., among other
Wags ; "Aside from onion goods. I
am of the opinion that more merchan-
dise was imported into Chins from the
United States in 1900 than In 1ts99, in
pipits of the general decreasing of
Bs setinstas the total imports from
**United Stases in 1900 at $1S,542,362
Illtitieh Agnes show the United States to
ite emend only to Greet Britain in
UMW of goods told to the Obiuese.
esilltnates the exports to the United
Seines in 1900 at $19,6801,318, showing
• Illee (Jolted States boy more goods
haw Mina than doss say other nation.
assay.: 'It was a matter of own-
: ammo knowledge a your ago that the
- ,
at dm United States was increas•
NOT COD-LIVER OIL
but Scott's emulsion of cod.
fiver oil. They are not 'he
same; far from it.
Scott's emulsion is cod-1;ver
oil prepared for the stomach.
Letcod-liver oil alone if you
used it. When your physician
orders toast, do you breakfast
on flour?
Pure cod-liver oil is hard to
take and hard to digest. A
man that can keep it down.
can saw wood. He thinks he
is sick; he is lazy.
We'll mad rasa link to try if you like.
scorr a sowst. 409 Nati 01.04. New Volt
tug faster than that of any other coun-
try : but I am satisfied that at the pres-
et:it time German trade is inc-easing
faster proportionately than is ours."
Gen. tiooduow says that our trade
with China represented 14 per cent of
her total foreign commerce, yet we fur
nab only 1 per not of tbe shipping
NOW'S Tills?
We offer One Hundred Dollars lie
ward for any case of Oatarrh that can-
not be cured by Hall's Oaten% Ours
F. J. CHENEY & CO., Props.,
Toledo, Ohio,
We, the undersigned. have known F.
J. Cheney for the put 15 years, and he-
lloes him perfectly honorable in all bu-
siness transactions and financially able
to carry on; any obligations made by
their firm.
West & Taus:, Wholesale Druggists,
Toledo, 0. WALIDINtl, KINttak & M•it-
vim, Wholesale Druggists, Toledo, 0.
• Oatarrh Cure is taken internal-
ly. actiag directly upon the blood and
mucous sucfaoes of she system. Prior
The per bottle. Sold by all druggists
Testimonial, free.
Hall's Family Pills are the best.
trairartets Actress.
The late Lady Martin had a long and
Indeed a unique connection with Queen
Victoria. During her professional ca-
reer she ems the late sovereign's favor.
It. actress, and after her retirement
from the stage she became as Lade
Martin honored with the queen's per-
sonal friendship and affection. Curl-
orgy enough, her majesty delighted in
seeing Miss Faucit in the awe inspiring
role of Lady Macbeth, and herself de-
sired that "Macbeth" should be given
at a festival entertainment at Her Maj-
esty's theater in the January of 1858.
Phelps, also a great favorite, was the
Macbeth to Miss Faucit's Lady Mac-
beth.
OLD AGE.
0:d age as it comes in the orderly
proems of easer. is a beautiful and ma-
jestic thing. The very shadow of
eollme which threstens it, makes it she
more prised. It stands for experisnos,
knowledge, wisdom and counsel That
is old age as is should be. But old age
as it so often is means nothing but a
second childhood of mind and body.
What makes the difference: very
largely the care of the stomach. In
youth and the full strength of man-
hood it doesn't seem to matter how we
neat the stomach. We abuse it, over-
work is, injure it. We don't suffer
from It much. But when age comes
the stomach is worn out. Is can't pre
pare and distribute the needed nourish-
ment so the body, and the body, un-
nourished, falls into senile decay. Dr.
Pieroe's Golden Medical Discovery is a
wonderful utedicine for old people whose
stomachs are "weak" and whose digre-
Mons are "poor." Its invigorating
effaces are felt by mind as well as body.
Is takes the sting from old age, and
makes old people dung.
CHARGED WITH THEFT
rom Tuesday's daily.
Morton McKnight, a white boy, aged
15, was arrested last night by Deputy
Sheriff Charles Barnes, charged with
robbing his employer, Mr. James Cayce
four miles south of the city. The boy
was indicted by the grand jury thir
morning. It is alleged he opened Mr.
Osyce's desk and stole about twenty
dollars in money and some liquors
A WORTHY SUCCESSOR
"suaurrofho NNW UNDER
THI NUM.-
All Doctors have tried to cure Oatarrh
by the use of pcwders, acid gases, inha-
lers and drugs in paste form. rheir
powders dry up the mucuous mem-
branes, causing them to crack open and
bleed, The powerful acids used in the
inhalers have entirely eaten away the
same membranes that their makers have
aimed to cure, while pastes and oint-
ments cannot reach the disease. An old
and experienced practitioner who has
for many years made a Mose study and
specialty for the treatment of Catarrh
has at last perfected a Treatment which
when faithfully used not only relieves
at owe but perfectly cures CATARRH
by removing the muse, stopping the
discharges, and =nag all the infiam
=Mow It is the only remedy known to
educe that actually reaches the satiat-
ed pins. This wonderful remedy is
taws as "SNUFFLES, the GUAR-
ANTEED CATALPA OURE," and is
sold at the extreme low price of One
Dan, each package containing inter-
▪ -ama isidielse sufficient for
• NI swift itreseNeeat and everything
196=iiIrlhair1 sot use.
is the wily perfect
OATARRH CURE ever made and is
aser recognised as the only safe and
peeinve cure for that annoying and die
mob( dinette. It curet all hifiamation
and permanently and is also
I quick to relieve HAY FICV•
Riot COLD in the HEAD.
Onarrh when neglected often leads to
Onnamption-"SNUFFLES" will save
yea if you use it at once. It is no ordi-
nary remedy but a complete treatment
glitch is positively guaranteed to cure
CIATARRil in any form or stage if us-
ed according to the directions which
aseempany each package. Don't delay
but send for is at once and write full
particulars as to your condition and you
will receive medal advice from the di.-
severer of this wonderful remedy re-
garding your •••• without cost to you
P.Md e regular price of "SNUF-th." the "GUARANTEED CA-
TARRH CURE."
Sent prepaid to any address in the
United States or Canada on receipt of
One Dollar. Address Dept. D 660,
EDWIN B. GILES & OOMPANY, 2580
and 28112, Market St., Philadelphia.
AT ORACE CHURCH.
Rey.:M. N. Benton will preach a
Grace Epiroopal church morning July
7, at 10 a m.
WHAT'S IN A NAME?
(leiseis Plaster Is Pels's Master.)
In the day' of 'wild oat' money in the
West, the Ames shovels were nand as cur.
seecy. They were as stable as gold; their
price did not vary • cant in twenty years.
The eery none of Oliver Ames 1 Son, was
a synonym for honesty. It was current all
over the world.
On the same principle Benson's Porous
Piaster is the universal standard external
remedy. To my it is • "good" plena, doss
aot demeribe ft; it (ash. best possib4s platter.
For every disease in which an external rem-
edy is available, Benson's Fleeter is used
aloud as a matter of 0042'10.
B on's Mostar quickly relieves and
ewes where other modes of treatment are
either ensperatingly slow or have cs, good
Wrest whatever. Coughs, colds, lumbago1
kidney trouble, rheumatism, lame back,
eta, are at ones beneated and boon cured.
Capsicum, Strengthening and Belladonna
platters have none of th enrolee virtues
el BOOSOWS. More than 5,000 physicians
and druggists have commended Benson's
Plaster as a remedy in which the public
may have implicit °mildew's; ' while, in •
imperative test with other platters, Ben-
son's has resolved fifty-ifs* highest swords.
Beware of ntlestitutes and cheap imitations.
For sale by all druggists or we will pre-
pay postage on any number ordered in the
United States on receipt of 25o. each.
Seabury A Johnson, Mfg. Chemists, EL
REDUCE YOUR INTEREST.
We solicit apple:m.0°ns for farm loans
on ten years time, interest payable an-
nually, with privilege of prepayment in
any one year of any amount, at any
time, not to exceed one fifth of the prin-
cipal. We issue fire, lightning, torna-
do, and the only life insurance policy
giving absolute, continuous, non-forfeit-
able and incontestable protectioo. It
absolutely protects wherever the sun
snipes. We also deal In bank stooks,
bonds and high Relief) investment se-
curities.
VI •LTaa F. GARNSTI & Co.,
Insurance and Financial Agents.
dllw wly
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BADLY HURT
By An Explosion Of Un-
known Origin.
One Man flay Die, And
Another Was Painfully
Injured,
e'r,du luesday 's daily.
By an explosilu at DaltOn'a tOlot gnat
ry last night, two employes, 'nth color-
ed, were so badly injured that one may
die.'
The victims of the accident are :
J t3si H•r43111,1., aged 30.
DANIEL Pol-ti• %, sped 60,
Both were hands who worked with
the nightshift. Homeliest:De here from
Tennessee lees then two weeks ago,
while Poiman is an old resident. The
blast took place Abent 9 o'clock, and its
origin is unknown. Polman was lean
tog over and shoveling up stones to load
a tram co. Hassell was prepsr tog to
use his sledge in breaking up a 200-
pound rock. At the first blow he struck,
the reek was blown into thousands of
pieces. Its flying fragments struck the
Iwo negro*. with terrific form, hurling
them to thereon& Hassell's body was
frightfully torn and when bolster es.
reached him he was covered With blood,
and countless Small pious of stone Were
imbedded in his flesh. One r«.1c as
large ss a hen egg was removed from
his right leg. None of hie toces was
broken, but his injuries are of a s rious
character and it is feared he can not
survive. Polmau was leas badly hurt.
His face was peppered with fine 1000
and he wag considerably bruised, but he
will likely be up and back at work in a
short time, though at present he is suf-
fering greatly.
It was almost miraculous that nobody
else was injured. The explmion occurred
in a tow feet of the corps of workmen,
but, fortunately, the shattered rock was
blown in an opposite direction.
There had been no bleating for over
twenty hours in the part of the quarry
where the explosion took place, and no
one is able to tell what caused it. It is
supposed a dynamite cap or some other
explosive had been dropped by scedent
on the rock.
HERNDON HAPPENINGS
MR EDITOR : -
If you will allow me space in your es-
timable paper I would like to give you
a few items from this quiet •yet pro-
gressive little village.
We have had several days of almost
suffocating weather, but from all indi-
cations we will have rain soon which
will ooel the atmosphere and make it
much more pleasant.
The farmers are very busy cutting
wheat, some are through and will start
to threshing the lest part of the week.
The crop is supposed to 1)3 very fine:
while the yield is not to large
as in previous years, but the grain is
large, plump and fine.
Oorn is looking moderately well ow-
ing to the season and late planting. The
tobacco crop is unusually Isle, while it
was out early enough, hat it did not
seem to take the start to grow that it
should
Mr. R. E Faulkner met with quite a
painful accident last week while at-
,
tempting so remove some tangled grain
from his machine. He lost his balance
and fell before he could remove his
hand, the packer came lown in full
force etrikiog his hand about the palm,
penetrating it through and through
Dr. J. D. Stone dressed his wound and
It is getting along nicely vow.
The protracted meeting that has been
in progress here for the past two weeks
conducted by Rev. Moore closed Sun-
day night. He had a good meeting and
fine success. Bro. Moore is a si lendid
preacher, and speaks In such a manner
as to hold his oougregatiou attentive
and quiet
Bre. King failed to till his regular ap-
poiotment here Sunday We learn
that sickness prevented.
Mi.. Belo Vier and W. H. Ladd,
worshiped at Herndon Saturday night
and on their return home their horse
became unmanageable and ran into a
wire fence upsetting the buggy and
throwing them bothfinto the dust.Noth-
ing of • more serious nature occurred
than that -Bob- got his pantaloons
ripped a little
It is understood that there will be no
ohildrente day here this summer owing
to scene incon•ience
Misses Bodge., of Weaver's Store,
Tenn., have been visiting several days
with friend, arid ecquaintroces here,
but have returned home. We trust
they may visit here more frequently and
also make their stay longer as they bays
doubtless made some laseng impressions
upon the minds and "hearts" of some
of our young folks, and no other balm 
can heal their lacerated condition but
"their" return.
'Ti. sweet to bask in the sunshine,
Of the oharms that girls produce,
Yet ills nature for us to,
And oftnnee 'tie no use.
I. A. W.
A COLLISION.
From Wednesday's daily.
An unusual collision was that of a
freight train and a flour mill which oc-
curred at an early hour this morning.
About three o'clock, on the L. & N.
siding, which lies in close proximity to
the Crescent Mills, a train was pulling
out to the main track. The heavy door
of a refrigerator car charced to swing
open and struck with great force the
southeast corner of the barrel room,
tearing a huge hole in the room from
roof to ground and considerably damag-
ed that part of the big building. The
noise of the contact was heard for
*clones and bricks were scattered for a
hundred yards.
An estimate of the damage has not
been made but it will require some time
So repair the room and the oost will
amount to several hundred dollars.
AGED CITIZEN DEAD
C roill SA' u ay 's daily.
Mr 0 orge D. Oriffey, a venerable
citizen of South Chruitiao, died peter.
day at his home near ilarrettsburg.
He was one of the oldest and most
substantial residents of the community
in which he resided, and his death
o Lutes much sorrow. Few men in that
section of the county were better known
and none more favorable.
Funeral services were hell this after-
noon at the late reiedenee at 2 o'clock,
and the remains will be interred in the
driffey family burying gr, Leek near
Noah Spring.
-.Nur
OFFICERS SPRIN I F D
Along the bank of .,ittle River. Chief
of Police Matthews andUfficer Shank lin
yesterday afternoon chased 'Gene
Duffy, colored, through the broiling on
for a half mile, finally losing sight of
him When they rt turned, hot and
panting, to the city (eine., they found
doe sitting there waiting for them
"My feet jilt Wouldn't let m• stop
ampule' when I seed you °online" he
told the officers j
He was wanted for beating his wife,
and Judge Brown sent him to the work
house for 31 days.
AT ROME AOAIN
From . dells
Capt. Robert Payne and Warren
Johnson, recently mustered out of the
31st infantry at San Francisco after a
In i lisle strafes in the Philippines,
tartlet how this morning, and have
been giveo a (emits' welcome by their
many bleed.. Capt. Payne has se-
cured at appointment as lieutenant In
the regtler army.
re-
We c in give permanent and profita-
ble emplryeneut to a few energetic
parties; for full particulars, address
lock be: 597, Winchester, Ky.
d It & w It
KENTUCKY
PROPERTY
Completion Of Tabulation
Of Tax Figures.
The secretaries of the state board of
equalization have completed the tabula-
tion of the work of that body on the
books of the measure of the various
counties and will file it with the auditor
for publication.
The report shows the amount of taxes
lobe collected to be $2,796,360.52 The
equalized value of all property subject
to taxation is $588,707.4h0. an increase
of $9,623.9-16 over the value al fixed by
the county assessors, which was $679,
083,534.
Christian county's assessed value and
equalized value are the same-$8,907,375,
and our tax is $42,810.03.
The largest taxpaying counties of the
state and the equalized value of each
and the amount of taxes to be raised are :
Jefferson (Louisville I -Equalized val-
ue, $129,716,989; tax, $616,155.74.
Fayette-Eque'lzed value, 530.206,-
687; tax. $143.481.76.
Oampbell-Equolized value, 518,59-4,-
928; tax, $88.826 91.
Bourbon-Equalized value, $12 972,-
38-1; tax, 261,618 82
Kenton Equal, zed vs' tie, $81.143.202 ;
tax, 2147,930.21
Davies.- Equalized value, $11,7e6 noe
tax, $66,983 75.
Henderson-Equalized vs Ice, $11 672
035; tax, $66 442 16,
COLORED FRATERNITY.
From Wednesday's daily,
The twenty-first annual aersion of the
Grand Counel No. 8 of the ledepeo
dent Order of Good Samaritans and
Daughters of Samaria of Kentucky, a
large colored fraternal soot. ty. is in
session here.
Exercises were held hest night at
Union Tabernacle which was crowded
Mayor Frank W Dabney gave an ap-
propriate welcome in a brief address
Several other addresses of welcome and
response' occupied the evening,
Tonight the annual sermon will be
delivered by Rev. J. B Winrow, of
Bowling Green, at the Liberty street
church,
Friday will be the chief day of the
meeting. A big paradtwill take place
in the morning, and the rest of the day
will bs spent at the park where promi-
nent coloted orators will address the
crowds.
Friday night installation of officers,
a banquet and a musical and literary
program will take place at Friendship
o•••
DRiNKING WATER.
The supply of drinking water for the
family should be tested at learn once •
year. Water that at one time is pure
and wholesome may become too impure
for use, yet it may be without eolor,
have no order or taste to show its dan-
gerous qualities
A simple test of drinking water is the
Moloch sewerage test. Fill a clean pint
bottle three quarters full of the water
to he tested, and dissolve in it half a
teaspoonful of pure granulated sugar.
Oork it and pet it in a warm plies for
two days. If during this time it be
comes cloudy or milky it is unfit for
domestic use. If it remains perfectly
limn it is probably safe Be careful
the bottle it absolutely as clean as you
can make it and the sugar pure.
The second test is also a simple one.
Obtain from a trustworthy druggist
about five until worth of saturated so-
lution of permanganate of potassium
and add about five drops of this to a
pint bottle of water. This will turn
the water a beautiful rose purple. It
there is any considerable amount of or-
ganic matter. the color will give place
in the count* of a few hours to a more
or lees reddish brown. If the color of
the bottle remains for le hours un-
changed from the rose purple hue it as-
sumed when the permanganate of pot-
assium was first added, it may be con-
sidered free from organic contamina-
tion
BY STORING WHEAT with is we
give yen the advantage of daily bids Agent wanted for the best typewriter
tom Nashville, Henderson. Evan. on the mark. t, the '-Pittsburgh
 Visible"
Tills, Hopkinsville and other market.
TANDY & E gate.
ol•
writing in sight at all time.; exclusive
territory given, Address Blroiley Hard-
ware Co , Pittsburgh, Pa.
MAGNITUDE
OF EVENT
Makes It Necessary to A241(
More Money.
Mayor Names Delegates
To Owensboro,--Train
At Louisville.
As the work prrtsiuiug to the orgeniz
ing and perfectoot arrangements for re
ceiving and caring for the guests of the
iced goads convention progresses the
magnitude of the undertaking becomes
more and more apparent. There is now
no doubt that there will be an enormous
ettendance and it Must not be said of
Hopkins•ille that for lack of a few hun-
dred dollars our hospitality was stinted
Now ia view of the tact that all the
work Weldont to the event is being done
by a few persons whose.hands sre very
full and who have not time to call and
ask for your ocaeributions, you are ask-
ed to help the movement out by calling
sod handing your subscriptions to the
following members of the finance com-
mittee
J H
KB
J F Clamed,
John Bullard,
Howard Stowe.
The executive oommittee say they
will need three or four hundred dollars
in addition to the amounts already sub-
Feribed, and beg that you do the hand-
some thing at once by responding to
this appeal
Mayor F. W Debuey has appointed
the following ()Imam ea delegates to
attend the Good Roads convention
which will be held in Owensboro July
:6 and 17 :
T ()Underwood (leo E Gary
R E Cooper Jae West
J H Eggleton Judge W P Winfree
W T Oooper E B Long
W A Wilgus 0 A Brasher
0 Id Meacham.
The work train of the National Good
Roads Association has unloaded its tools
in the extreme eastern section of Louis-
vide and begun the work of building an
ideal good road. The experts who ac-
company the train were met by the city
officials in charge of the construction
and:were given a warm welcome. The
tool roads convention was called to
order at Louisville on Thursday, where
there the model road begins and an
elaborate program will be carried out
Oommunioations from the folO sing
named gentlemen have been received
occepting invitations to attend the
"Good Roads Convention" on July 10th
and 11th.
COUVIV
Hon. J. G. Rochester, Crittenden Oo
J. D. Shaw, Trigg.
" E. 0. Ward, Henderson Co.
J. G B. Hall, Hopkins Co
J. W Clark, Logan 0o.
J. P. Miller, Ohio Co.
T. J. Sparks, Mulitenberg Co,
Jno. S. Adair, Hancock Oo,
Stephen Elmore, Graves Oo.
CoUNTY Arroftesys.
Hon. L A Fennel, Hardin 0o.
" D. P. Smith. Trigg 0o..
E. G. Vick, Legan Co. ,
" Sem 0. Mallory, Lyon Co.
Mr. M. le Fugste, Cashier Peoples'
Bank, Adairvele, Ky,
Mr. ,O. S. Mum, Director bluetit)
Bank, Marion, Ky
Mr 0. W. Wadded, Pres. Hopkins
Oounty Bank, Medisou•ille, Ky.
Mr. B. F. Gill, Olarksville, Tenn.
From every county in this region
comes the news that people are greatly
interested in the convention and that
thonsanda of delegates and visitors will
come to Hopkinsville. rhe railroads
have granted a one-fare rate for the
round trip.
•
•
I
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GOV. NASH IS
RENOMINATED.
Mark Hanna Made Per.,
manent Chairman Of
Ohio State Con-
vention.
(Special to New Era
COLUMBUS, U.. June 25 -Senator
Mark Hanna was electi (1 permanent
chairman of the Republican state con-
vention today
Gov Geo. K Nash W AP renominated
or0.1. 511.8015 NAME.
for Governor by acclamation.
The remainder of the ticket will prob
ably be renominated.
FOR SALE
A tract of excellent land, oontainiart
268 scree situated in Trigg county Ky.,
in one of the best neighborhoods in the
state on the Cadiz road. 2', miles from
Gracey at the junction of the L & N.and
I 0 hailroads and 4', miles from
Montgomery For prices and terms ap-
ply to Mrs. Mattis E. Gaines at Mont-
gomery, Ky., or Hunter Wood at Hop.
kit:media, Ky
June le, 1901
./11. XII Cil
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SURVEY AND ANALYM
The United States government, the
fires of July, will comment:* a thorough
and exhaustive survey &Oh analysis of
the soils of this suttee. This very val-
uable and expensive engineering stad
chemical work is due, the Leaf-Chron-
icle melees, to the efforts of oertein wide
awake membess of the tobacoo trade of
OleekKtille, who, by tang, persistent ef-
fort, have secured a large appropriation
from congress for tilts purpose. Sena-
tors William B. Bete and Thomas B
Turley and Representatives John W.
Gaines
 
eeped by tile iiitimboe of Prof.
lid,1„,„ W11144141. chief of division of
soils of the agricultural department,
and of Secretary Wi'sou himself, finally
secured the necessary sporoprtation of
money for this speciti undertaking,
and Prof. Milton Whitney, who his
been placed in charge of it, will com-
mence the field work in July, beginning
with the c einty neaps which have been
furnished for the use of his corps of en-
gineers.
"Now, there is nothing small," con-
tinues the Chronicle, "about the tobac-
co trade of Clarksville except its patience
under injustice, and while working for
Its own district, al.hough Hopkinsville,
Ky., was a liminess rival, remembering
old friendship and business ties, it broad-
ly crossed the line, put the Hopkinaville
tobacco district 'into the pot' and secur-
ed appropriation to cover a 'soil survey'
for that district also • The planters
will realize the value of this survey to
them when they know that every man's
tam will be surveyed, analysis of Its
various soils made, showing from what
geological formation of ancient rocks
each variety of soil was derived and
which is most suitable for tobs000, corn,
wheal, hay, sugar buts, att., and what
class of ferthizers is most valuable for
each variety of soil. The value of this
soil survey to our agricultural commut
ty can hardly be measured in money.
BONDS ARE
RECEIVED
Ready For County Offic-
ials' Signatures.
Coenty Judge Polk Oansler received
today by express from F' R. Fulton &
Oo , the blank turnpike Londe which
will be issued July 1. There are one
hundred and fifty bonds and each has
giity.oupuns. They are beautifully en-
graved,
In a letter to Judge Oarisler, Fulton
& 0o., says: -We will send you next
week a couple of usual eettificates to
accompany the bonds, and advise you
regarding shipment when bonds arip
executed and ready for delivery. Wit
congratulate you on the practical tennis
na'ion of our:deal, and desire to exp.
prase our appreciation of the courtesy
and promptness with which our re/
sitions have been filled "
MONTEAGL
THE GREAT SOUTHERN
CHAUTAUQUA....
SUNNEFFISCHOOL AND ASSEMBLY.
On the Sop of the Cumberland Moun-
tains. 2,300 feet above the sea. Opens
July 3, closets August 28. Ideal Summer
Resort, accessible, inexpensive. Whole-
some surroundings, deliciously cool days
and night".
The provision for the Stemmer of 1901
is fuller and, better than ever before in
klonteagle'e history.
Summer Schools, under able proles
sore, in almost every branch. Special
features this year a Method School fog
Primary and Kindergarten teach
and the Summer session of
The New York School
of Expression!
This School of Expression is the great(
at and best in New York City Its
Principals, F. Townsend Southwick and
Genevieve Stebbins, noted as authors
and practical teachers, will themselves
conduct the Summer Session,
Over 200 lecture", entertainments, etc.
for this Summer's instruction and plea-
sure.
pr-Graitly Reduced Rates of Travel.
Board at low rates in hotels and private
homes.
For information or program'addreas,
W R. PAYNE, Business Manager,
Motera•out, Tux.
PROFESSIONAL CARDS
Hunter Wood Hunter Wood Jr
HUNTER WOOD & SON
Attorneys-at-Law.
Office in Hopper Block, tip:stairs ove2
Planter. Bank.
HOPK INSVILLE. KENTCOK
Special attention to
cases in bankruptcy. 1
t
R. F. Mc:DANIEL, M.
Physician and Surgeon
Office McDaniel Building,
opp 0ourt House.
TELE pHoNE Residence 24
)Office 97$
Dr. Jas. E. Oldham,
Dr. Lula E. Oldham....
. .Osteopaths..
Graduates American School of Ostech;-
pathy, Kirksville, Mo. All curable dite
eases (both acute and chronic) succeese
fully treated without the use of drugs
or knife. Corner 10th and Clay Street.,
Consultation and examination free. Fel-
male dice awe a specialty 'Phone 96
Lii• VMS MOPS
No.11112,
daily
1.•11 op Mil 1.6:00 eon
A.i, Prinet's 400 a m
Ar Hen'son 5:110 a in
Ar 116•'ville ithie a ni
Ly Prtioton CIS a ia
Ar. Loniallle 4,11p:ss
Lv Prtn'ton COS a IA
Ar Paducah 910 kIrs
Az Memphis
Ar New Orisons
TIME 1
TABLE
Effective
May 1st, 1901
INSTILL/I,
No. MA No, NO, At
daily daily
Islam p
IT:shorn T:thp m
6:26 pm
6:16 p
1135 p
Chi p
imip in
sin p se
10i4. p m
eat • ea
No 541 Arrives at Hopkinsville, Oda aim
Not NIS A rrivos at Hopkinsvills,1:10 p.m.
MO ell arri swat Hopkinawille,11:111 grim
E. N, SmaitwooD,
Hopkinsvil le. My
OF. A. Klite.0110 A. G. P. A..
Ky
PATENTS
prouptly pewee& 01 NOME. Ikea wed. sketch,
Of p bolo for fres report oU psIsalabSItty. Desk • `Sow
to °biota sad Fenian Mande sat Trade-Darks,'
FILM Fairest terns ever *feral to investors
PATENT Lawn= OF 114 TIAIW PILAOTICI.
A11211 52"122„PrEgritel Tnful
unwise. Mothrtue sharps
%"C. A. SNOW & CO
PATENT LAWYERS,
°Flk 11 S. Nest Wks, WASIONITON, IL C.
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SCYTHE OF
THE REAPER.
tre.Buckeer Passes Away
At Longview.
Death of Confederate Vet-
eran.--Chill's Fatal
Ending.
Mrs Julia Buckner, widow of Horace
Suetncr died M her uotne near Long-
view Saturday night. She was seventy-
three years old and her death was
caused by dropsy of the heart. She was
a member of the Salem Baptist church
and a women highly respected by all
who knew her The interment took
place yesterday morning at Hopewee
cemetery
MR. SMITH.
B Duke Smith, a highly respected
farmer, died Saturday afternoon near
Poacher Mills. At the age of 14 he
joined the Confederate army, with
which he remained until the surrender
of Lee. He was with t; m Morgan in
Ohio, where he was ruptured by. the
Federals and put in prison. He escaped,
however within a few months and re.
joined his regiment in Virginia. H.
was a member of Forbes Camp of Con-
federate Veterans, and was buried in
the uniform winch he would have worn
to Memphis but for the illness to which
be succumbed.
MRS. MENSER.
The wife of Benjamin D ?denser, of
Dawson, died suddenly Saturday from
the effects of a congestive chill. She
was sixty years old and is survived by a
husband and daughter
INFANT DIES.
The eighteen months old infant of
Mr. and Mrs. George Buchan in died
Sunday night at its permits home near
Herndon. The remains were buried to-
day in'the Dixon burying ground.
- -
JUDGE TULLY.
J. 0. Tully, 0ounty Judge of Mc-
Oracken county, was found dead in bed
at his home in Paducah yesterday
morning. He had been ill from nerv-
ous prostration sinoe the death of his
daughter at the Western Asylum a few
weeks ago.
Judge Tully was sixty-three years of
age, and one of the county's most prom-
inent politicians. In 1896 he was elect-
ed to fill the unexpired term of Judge
Thomas, who died in officio in 1896. He
was re elected to the office, and during
his term had made one of the best offi-
cers the county has ever had. He had
been a promotor of good roads, and as a
consequence MoOracken county has
some of the finest pikes in the State. In
April of this year Oily Attorney R T.
Lightfoot defeated Judge Tully for
nomluation for °minty Judge in the
Democratic primary.
GETS RIGHT OF WAY.
President WheaScroft, of tne Western
Kenttickyrailroad, has secured the right
f way for the construction of his toad
tr.an Lisman to Providenoe.
LOGAN COUNTY BOND ISSUE.
The Logan oounty bond question,
which has agitated the people for
several week'', is about to be settled
The fiscal court has met and arranged
for advertising and selling the bond
Issue. Bids will be opened and the
bonds awarded July 10.
DISTRICT CONFERENCE.
The Russellville District Conference
of the N. E. Church will meet at Kirk-
mansville. June 27 to 30. Bishop Har-
grove, of Nashville, will preside There
will be an unusually large attendant*,
as there is much important business to
be transacted. There will be an old-
fashioned basket dinner each day
333 Afiee
RATER
IS SMALL,
but its purchasing power
is great when spent atBuRcirs
Cash Grocery
9 bars Lenox Soap for
4 cans Greenwich Lye for
I-pkgs. White LineWaohing Powder lb°
19 pkgs. Peerline for 2150
7 pounds Lump Starch for  25c
7 pkg. Gold Dust Washing Powder, 25°
7 pkgs. Oelluloid Starch for 160
7 pkgs. Victor Starch for
I Single Washboards for
I Double Washboard for.  240
good Brooms for 26o
Best Broom in town for  350
2 gallons Coal Oil for   35c
6 battles Pepper Sauce for Rao
3 bottle' Tomato ()stoup for  9bc
3 bottles Worcestershire Sumo for... 250
a jars Mustard for 9bc
3 boxes Resew Axle 0-reatte for.  25c
3 boxes Mica Axle Grease for. 215c
3 boxes good Toilet Soap for  gic
2 boxes fine Toilet Soap for  2bo
bottles Vanilla or Lemon Extract, 25°
1 pound Red Oross Tobacco for 25°
6 No. 2 Lamp Flues for  260
3 No .2 Fire Proof Lamp Flues for. Etc
4 cans (11)0 size) Bruton's Snuff for 25o
II cans Veteran Baking Powder, e
with nice present., for 
$ Cans Table Peaches for...
4 pkgs. Pancake Flour for
pounds good Green Coffee for ..
2 pounds good Roasted Oeffee for ..
  
25o
eso
 
•
 $60
It Pays to Trade at
BURCH'
No 13 Main Street,
PHONE No. 271.7
Pan-American
x
Exposition. 
Noe e L 
lis
CHOICE OF ROUTES
via -
Toledo-Detroit
all rail
Through Canada
Toledo or Detroit
and
Lime Erie Steamers,
or roil:stone and return another.
Special Tourist Rates
to a.1
Northern and Lake Resorts
JUNE I to SEPTEMBER 30
Ass ticket Remits to route you Ifie the
C. II. & 1) By.
D. G. EDWARDS,
Peemeeer traffic Rename, Ciacine41111.
!halal/
Your yards and keep the
grass and flowers green
and pretty by putting in
watet in your premises.
Its a great comfort as well
as convenience.
We Do All Classes of
Plumbing Work
And have a large stock of
Hydrants, Hose and Noz-
zles. Tele. 174.
1 AI MLLE,
South Main Street
Plow Collars, Harness,
•••
4.0
S110
411,
1." i
cripirite (
0
17:7Asx ea OUR NEW PARIS SHAPES
1.0W BlIST,STRAIGHT FRONT & liONG HIP.
- STYLES 550.552. 440.441 445 447 I'M
I OR SeLt AT ALL, LfADING RE TAILMS
MORPHINE,,,,.di.... by TACK-A-POU-SHA
345942 oases In 17 years
TWO MOMS is the_' muse diaries
sod =. 1:4=ressl%al
Its Ode
as the only penesesettaissai
quiet elm lows te
trestame VW OW CMAVOIL Pity.
siestas ma esellintially owlet by MAL
CUM meassasi..
NON TRIJITIFICIS• CO.,
113 Wass 4.11d edi
- a. 
3*?*?*)993*) 41• • • • • • • • •
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WE CAN SAVE YOU MONEY
ON YOUR •
PLOW GEAR.
SEE OUR LINE OF
Chains, Backbands,
Bridles, Etc.
We have Just Received an
Elegant Line of
FALNICGY 
TI
HT Iluggy Harness
If you want something Extra Nice and Good
see them before buying.
We also have a bargain to offer you in an
Extra Good Hand
Made HaRness
At very little more than you pay for cheap made
Eastern harness. See them and you will be convinced
You will find full line of cheaper harness at bottom
prices, also heavy wagon harness, saddles, bridles, etc.
F, A, YOST & CO
• •
• •
.7 S. Main Street.
et Ready for Spring.
Your Roof shouldibe painted at once before
the warm weather. If there is any patching or
new roofing or guttering have it done at once.
We are prepared to do this kind of work
promptly and reliably.
o
• 
ownEle,
Telephone 102-3 Virginia St
1%Tcrsiri
Fill ths bottles with HIRES.
Dealt it now. Every gloms-
I'M contributes to good
bee lib. Purities
the blood, clears
Lb. complexion,
makes rosy
cheeks. Make
It at bows
Scallops
IS cents.
Dialers,
wrier ter
big COM
Charlet
E. films
CO
Maher*.
Pe.
fret 
Rootbeerj
Every WomanIA Interested sot 61.6114 LTV,/
.1,0.01 Use a oadettel
MARVEL. N'hiriiag Spray
TI,,-,.. %.611m11111ra1e. /wee-
r.,ra ar•-i Melll -Sat-
es: Most 0...evening.it thee.. halm*.
Asa yew areueb• Oar It.
If Le eannut supply the ,
RAILS L. Seorpt riu
other, bat end rout
tos-eefull 1art1.-ulsts and eltrert lona 1 t -
ralust,le al alla Rt. sir..Sown Thaws Ode- Ness lterk.
Virginia College,
FOR YOUNG LANES, ROANOKE, VA.
Opens Sept. list, 1901. One of the leading
Nehook for Young Ladies In the Pout)).
New buildings pianos and equipment. cam-
pus ten acres, Orland mountain scenery in
Valle, of Virginia famed for health. Euro-
pean and American tow-tors. Full course
Oonservatory advantages in Art. Mingle and
Elocution. Student* Pont thirty staves
For catalogue address
Arri r. P. HARRIS. Preitidea :
.1 is-nu Roanoke. Va.
PARK
HAIR BALSAM
Misuse •114.1 tb4
ProruAsso lusuna al meth.
Never Yalta to Post.orii Glum
Hair to its Toutla1L1 Color.
Crow srate tlessare 5 hair Ws.
and leuet
BOOM AGENTS WANTED FOlt
as rzsolasi and lettstteelkag beak ever pub...bet,
Pulpit Echoes
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ENT FREE
to housekeepers-
liebig COMPANY'S
Extiact of Beef
OK BOOK
telling how :to prepare deli cat
and:delicious dishes.
Address 1.1ebta Ic., r* (). Rol WM, New V, it
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fir. C. H. Layne.
Nature most certainly intended
Char lie Lsyne for a liveryman. In
the business world it is freqaeatly
the caw that a round peg gets in a
square hole while a square peg is
found in a round hole, but in the
livery business Charlie Layne is a
square peg in a square hole. There's
not a man in Hopkineville who un-
derstands his business better than
Charlie Layne understands his.
Whatever there is about a hone
worth knowing he knows .it -an
d
knows it thoroughly. Hells also
one of the few men who will alway
s
tell the truth about a horse—ev
en
when he's swapping.
Mr. Layne has been in the livery
business in Hophisseille for eight or
ten years, and his business has al-
ways been in • prosperous condition,
showing that the public has confi-
dence in Dim. He is always kind,
courteous and obliging to everybody
and such a man is always popular.
He conducts tie business along mod•
ern lines, and knows that to he suc-
cessful it is necessary for him to
keep good horses and stylish rigs of
every description--and he keeps
them, too. His horses are always as
smooth, fat and sleek as it is possi-
ble to keep livery horses, and his
vehicles of every kini are kept
washed up clean and freshly painted.
Re buys, sells, swaps, feeds, hires
horses—in short, he does an all-
round livery business. His estab-
lishmeot is a large one, his building
being 60 by 300 feet, with accommo-
dations for about 250 head of stock
and a large floor space for vehicles,
and is equipped with every require-
ment for &amino:sting business sac-
woefully.
Mr. Layne is always prepared to
furnish carriages, hacks, vehicles of
every sort for all occasions :on the
shortest notice. His stable is open
day and night.
Mr. Layne is one of the most pub-
lic spirited citizens of Hopkinsville
and is worthy of the big patronage
he enjoys at the hands of the public.
'Mr. R C. Hardwick.
It is doubtful if there is a store
south of Louisvile that carries a
larger stock of drugs and druggists'
sundries than is always to be found
in the house of Mr. R. C. Hardwick
on Main street in Hopkinsville. His
stock would easily fill half a dozso
ordinary drug stores usually found
in cities the size of Hopkinsville.
Mr. Hardwick can fill any want that
can usually he filled in a drug store
--and many that the usual drug
store can't fill. The fact that he is
always receiving big shipments
shows that his *ales are enormous
In this establishment particular
attention is paid to the prescription
department, three registered phar-
macists, being on hand to compound
prescriptions--and the services of
one of bone can always be secured
at any hour of the night. In a
house doing such a !arge bneiness as
does this 000 drugs do DCA remain
on hand long" enough to deihriorati4,
to get stale, so Mr. Hardwick can
assure the public of the fee% that hie
prescriptions 1110 always orpound•
ed from fresh, pure drugs. His line
of druggists sundries is simply im-
mense.
In addition to his drug business,
Mr. Hardwick also has a large jew-
elry st-ire-- adjoining his drug store,
where he carries a well assorted
stock of watches, clocks. jewelry,
&a., &c. He has in this establish-
ment experienced jewelers. who are
powered to do any and all sorts of
repair work.
Mr. Hardwick moved to Hopkins.-
vine in 1891, ten years ago, and has
been very successful in business ever
since his arrival. He believes thor-
oughly in carrying a large stock of
goods. as he regards it a poor busi-
ness plan to have to turn a customer
away with "I'm sorry, but I haven't
got it, I never had a call for it be-
fore.- He always has it and by
having it and having it in sight he
creates a call for it. A wise busi-
ness policy that. His succens has
proven the wisdom of the policy.
He buys for cash, discounts his bills
and gives his customers the benefit
of this discount in their transactions
with him.
Mr. E. M. Moss.
Everybody in Hopkinsville who
rides or who ever did ride a bicycle
knows "Muncie" Moan He is THZ
• UTHOILITT in all matters concerning
bicycles. What he doesn't know
about a bicycle is hardly worth
knowing. At his establishment on
Sixth street every ailment that the
bicycle is heir to is treated in a sci-
entific manner by Mr. Moss or one
of his employes. He is an enthusi-
astic wheelman himself and the
work of repairing wheels is with
him sort of a labor of love, and long
practice has made Dim very expert
in the work.
Z. M. Moss & Co. carry a com-
plete line of the leading make of
bicycles of the very latest patent. his
leaders being the Columbia, Hart-
ford and Rugby. These three just
can't be beat--they stand at the top,
they are perfect triumphs of the :bi-
cycle maker's arts.
Moss & Co. sell wheels from $25
to $75, and they sell lots of 'em, too.
They also carry a complete line of
bicycle sundries—bells, lamps,
brakes, pumPs, &c., Arc , which they
sell at prices as low as any one
could expect.
. They are also wholesale and re-
tail dealers in graphophones and
phonographs and music for both.
In addition to all these Moss Sz.
Co carry a large line of sporting
geode, such am footballs, baseballs,
punching bags, dump-bells, &c.
Their facilities for doing repair
work on wheels and guns are not
excelled anywhere. Not only is the
work done scientifically, but it is
done promptly and at exceedingly
reasonable rates.
Several years ago Mr. Moss lx-
gin te repair bicycles without any
intention of going regularly into
the business, but his work was so
well done that business was forced
upon him and be was compelled to
open up an establishment for such
work, and business continued to
pour in until to-day he has to em-
ploy assistants to do much of the
repairing, all of which, however, is
done directly under his personal
supervision.
It is rather remarkable that the
farmers of Christian and surround-
ing counties who have given bun.
dreds of thousands of dollars to
build railroads are unwilling to spend
anything for the betterment of the
road that leads right in front of their
door.
When it comes to improving the
country roads the farmers ought to
be the most enthusiastic of all men,
yet such is not the case.--many of
them have to be begged to time part
in the Good Roads movement.
If the merchants, lawyers, doctors
Ac, can afford to pay something to
get good roads oughtn't the farm-
er, who haul over them and get
more benefit from them than all
other people put together be willing
to stand his share of the expense'
The National Good Road* Association
has been ten yews in growing to it
s
present position of rower and useful
.
uses. It first built good roads at She
World'. Fair, and since then has held
oonventions in every part of the United
States. Is has secured the organiviti
on
of a good roads bureau in the d
epart-
ment of agroulture, and has succe
eded
in having planks indorsing good roa
ds
inserted in the platform of both parti
es.
Is. object is to promote good roads legis-
lation in every state. The next nation
-
al convention will be held in Buffsl
o, in
9eptember, and it is hoped that t
his
will be the greatest good roads meeting
in the world.
A Frankfort dispatch says:
An invitation was received at the ex-
ecutive department today from the citi-
zens of Hopkinsville to the Governor
and his staff to attend the good roads
oonvention to be held in that city on
July 10 and 11 next. If convenient f
or
him to do so, the executive will attend
the convention.
Nalies11... Test
Chelly—Oh. yes, young Geftha
z Is
dell and received in good society. b
ut It
Is plain to see be is not to the man
ner
born.
May—How Is that?
Cholly—He can't get Into a hansom
without hitting his silk hat to save h
is
Ste.—Punch.
Mr. L. 11 rlcKee.
In looking back over the career of
a man who has achieved slimes in
the business world the first remark
usually made by the avers e man is,
"hasn't he been lucky.- when gener-
ally the success thus attributed to
luck came from a small beginning
and came only after the very hardest
efforts, the moshiaient and unre-
mitting labor ITTWas entirely the
result of the application of fine busi.
nese judgment—acquired often from
costly experience—energy and brains
to the everyday problems of merean
tile life, even luck counting for little
unless a man has the ability to take
advantage of it. Such is the case
with Mr. L. H. McKee, the wide-
awake, hustling, energetic, popular
grocer whose store on Main street ip
one of Hopkinsville's biggest estab-
lishments and who does a grocery
business equalled by few bonses in
this section of Kentucky. From a
small beginning Mr McKee, has, by
L H. McKee.
keeping his eyes open and attending
strictly to business at all times
achieved an eminent succeseybut it
came as • result of work, not hick.
Mr. McKee is a native of Christian
county, and began his career at
Casky, where he sold groceries in
1876. Later he moved to Hopkins. 
yuleand became a member of the
grocery firm of Cowan, Huggins &
McKee, and still later he was with
Charles McKee & Sons. His pres-
ent business was begun in 1882.
when he became agent and manager
for Mrs. N. L. McKee, and from the
day when he firer began he has ED
joyed a large patronage which he,
by constant application to business,
has increased to its present very
large proportions
One key to his success is the fact
that be carries at all times the beet
stock of groceries that money can
buy. and his goods are always fresh
and pure, a fact that the public has
long since recognized. Another
thing—he carries a large and varied
assortment and people have come to
know that no matter what they may
happen to want they can always find
it at McKee's.
Mr. McKee enjoys a very large
trade among the farmers of the
county, first, because, having been
raised in the country, he knows just
what's needed on a farm and so
makes it a point to carry a special
line of goods adapted to farmers'
needs, then again, he is always pre
pared to buy their produce at the
highest market prices.
In addition to his retail business
Mr. McKee also engages in business
as a wholesaler, and furnishes stocks
for many country stores in Christian
county.
A Noted Optician.
In addition to being one of the
beat Known jewelers in this end of
Kentunty, Mr. M. D. Kelly, of Hop-
xinsville, is also a noted optician,
being a graduate in that science and
having had wide experience. Mr.
Kelly Keeps on hand at all times a
full line of fine pebble glasses and
when one muse a purchase in this
line from him he scientifically adjusts
them to the eyes in order that they
may be a relief and a help to the
eyes instead of doing them an injury,
which is the case when the glasses
do not fit.
In addition to his stork of glasses,
Mr. Kelly carries one of the largest
and handsomest lines of jewelry to
be found in Southwestern Kentucky,
and all aorta of repair worK is
promptly and scientifically done at,
his establishment.
—REGISTERED PHARMACISTS-3. Pr
escriptions a Specialty.
HARD WICK SELLS DRUGS,
Jewelry, Diamonds, Watches, Cloc
ks, Sterling Silver Ware.
Cut Glass, Fancy Goods, Art Novelt
ies, Eye Glasses,
Fine: Watch, : Clock: and : All : Kinds: Je
welry: Repaired : Promptly,
2-arnExpert Watchmakers--2
PIANOS and ORGANS,
Guitars, Violins, Banjos, Mandolins and all kinds Musica
l Goods, strings
and fixtures, Sheet Music, SEWING MACHIN
ES. drop leaf, $16.
drop head, $18.50. Butt,erick Patterns of all kinds.
C. U[A.Lit]DVSTICIK.
T. M. JONES,
HEADQUARTERS FOR
Dry Goods, Notions,
Carpets, Rugs, Mattings, Oil Cloths
and Linoleums.
Both QUALITY and PRICE is My Motto.
Call at store when you attend the Good
Roads Convention.
Core 7th & Main, Hopkinsville
BANK Of HOPKINSVILLE,
Corner 7th and Main Streets.
Capital and Surplus $120,000
ORGANIZED IN 1865.
-Transacts a general banking business and 
invites correspondence. Collections
solicited. Courteous prompt and careful att
ention given to all business entrusted to 
us.
OFFICERS—Henry C. Gaut, President; J. E
. McPherson, Cashier; H. L. Mc-
Pheyson, Assistant Cashier DIRECTORS—He
nry C Gant, John P Garnett, C H Bush
,
W T Fowler, Dr E S Stuord.
esti. LAypiE,
Livery, Feed & Saks Stable
First-Class Turnouts. Funeral, Party 
and Wedding
Work a Specialty. Ilules and Horses
 for Sale.
'Phone 32 HOPKINSVILLE. KE
NTUCKY.
.0IIP
Fine Tailoring-
By Up-to-Date Methods and
....Suits from 825.00 to 850.00
J. L. Tobin, The Tailor.
MAIN 8TREET, HOPKIN.SVILLE, K
Y.
'4‘4t IS 
Al IT 20th Century Leaders,
G# TAKES..TO PAY
FOFL .og
-.1• .01.-41e,,,,_ tip
FANCY FOWLS.
...The phenomenally successful and mod
widely read poultry organ of the south.
Establishedin 1897 it is a credit to its section,
the great and growing South. It is out on
time the 10th of each month, is prosperous
and responsible. As a low-priced paper it s
in a class by itself and is better than most 50c
papers. 36TO 60 PAGES. Largest dr-
cuUtion in its territory of any poultry paper
and unequaled as an advertising medium
to those wanting to reach Southern mulcts.
Address, enclosing 25c in coin or stamps. .0
FANCY POWLS CO., liopkiuville, Ky.:
COLUMBIA, HARTFORD and
RUGBY BICYCLES
From $25 to $75. We carry the only complete 
line
of bicycler and bicycle sundries in this part 
of the state,
and wholesale and retail Graphophones and 
Phonographs
and music for both. Send us your repair. wo
rk on wheels
and guns; we have the best equipped repa
iring facilities
in this part of the State. Mail orders receive
 prompt at-
tention.
E. M. Moss & Co. No 17 6th St
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ef five of the leading business men
of Christian county—W. W. Gsrnett,
J. E. Croft, C. A. Thompsoc, E. B.
Long, and W. T. Tandy—end it
would be difficult indeed to select a
more progressive and at the
time more conservative board With
such men as these couduriing its
affairs the ooptioued success of the
City Bank is assured.
The totter the matter
the greater will be the loos from
bad roads, and the more it will teas
to fix them up, as we must do finally.
In the matter of public roads we
are just where we were a hundred
years ago That's a fact.
Shall Kentuezy remain behind the
ether states in the matter of public
highways' We must get out cf the
mud.
Does it pay to have roads that are
unfit for use three or four months a
y ear'
The City Bank.
Just as the schools are the regis-
ter of the moral and intellectual
status of a community so are the
banks the commercial index of a city.
When the banks flourish and pros
per it is safe to assume that money
is circulating through all the chan-
nels of trade. Banks are to the
mmantessisl system just what the
heart is to the human system, the
function of each being to send the
strengthening stream through every
artery of the system of which it
forms a part. The banks of Hop-
kinsville are among the institutions
in which her citizens take the most
pride, and among them none occu-
pies a more enviable position iv the
confidence and esteem of the public
than does the City Bank.
This bank is just twenty-one .years
old. having been organized in 1880.
For a youngster only twenty-one
years of age the City Bank is in a
splendid financial condition. An
official statement made at the close
of business on the 15th day of this
month showed the capital stock to
be $60.000; it had a surplus fund of
$60,000. undivided profits ta the
amount of $14,625, and the funds of
its patrons on deposit amounted to
the sum of $257,791.11.
It is not probable that there is a
bank in Kentucky in a better condi-
tion than is this one, and this show.
ing speaks volumes in praise of the
gentlemen who manage its affsirs.
At its head as presiient is Mr. E B.
The man who wants to be well--
dressed and make a good showing
before his fellow-men always has his
clothes made at a first class mer-
chant tailoring establishment -such
an one as Mr. J. L. Tobin conducts
on Main street in Hopkinsville. Mr.
Tobin really needs no printed words
of commendation—the clothes that
he has been turning out from this
establishment for several years have
been speaking for him. A good fit
speaks louder than words, and a
good fit is the only kind of a fit that
one gets at Tobin's.
Mr. Tobin has been in the mer-
chant tailoring business practically
all his life, and he seems to have in-
Lerited his good taste in the matter
of clothing from his father, who was
for years the leading merchant tail-
or of Ilopkinsville. The question
of "whit. to wear" bothers a great
many people, but those who go to
Mr. Tobin' quickly have the knotty
problem solved for them and invari-
ably to their entire satisfaction. Not
only is Mr. Tobin a skillful man in
the mechanical department of his
business, but he is also a close and
careful buyer , ezercising discrimi-
nating taste of the highest order in
making his selections of goods, as
ail who have ever been in his estab-
lishment and inspected his stock can
tastily. He curies such a variety
that the most fastileous gentleman
can always find something to suit
-
E 1.• (mai t'Oe Sixth •irt 1,,h•st•
Long, one of the most popular men( his taste. Not only is be careful
in the county, who has done much
to add to the popularity of the con
cern. Mr. W. 1'. -ready, the effi-
cient catmier. is one of the beat
known bank offiziale le Kentucky
and is by everybody regarded as a
man of most excellent busioees
judgment and one of the very safest
financier, to be found anywhere, a
man who never "goes of half cock
but he is also very prompt in the
execution of orders entrusted to him.
He employs only the very best of
workmen, and every garment sent
out from his establishment is perfect
in tit, of the very latest. style and
artistically finished off, only the very
best of thread, bettone, linings,
trimmings,1 Ace., being used.
He personally inspects every gar-
ed" about matters of importance. went from time to time as the work
Tb. board of .lirectorii is composed Ion it. progresses.
It is not in the natur-, of an ex•
periment for any one to give Mr
Tobin an order for clot bee. He has
for several years made this clothes of
most of Hopkinsville'e itch -dressed
men—and his business is rapidly in-
creasing, for each suit lie turns out
sells another to potnelsody that had
not patronized him before..
When the people of ItiookiaNetile want
anytblog they lteow bow. atter
Watch that Good Roads coriventvai.—
Trenton Times.
The stitjecl of good roads i.. th,- most
Important one the people of Kentucky,
or any other state, °An consider. Ci)od
roads will add inimensPly to the value
of farming property, as it w:1: mike the
markets easily accessible tl farm ane
garden products, and by in-i.e./sing the
facilities and comforts of life in the
country, will lead to large purchases of
lands Oar farming peopte most not
fail to attend the gooi roads gathering.
—Oalhoon Star.
Hopper Bros.
This establishment is the only one
in Hopkineville doing exclusively a
book and stationery business and the
proprietors deserve a great deal of
credit for doing what none of our
business men have heretofore been
willing to undertake—that is, to risk
their capital in a book store, and
they deserve the support of the pub-
lic. They had an abiding faith in
the intelligence of the people of
Hopkinsville and believed that a
store carrying a full line of books
would be sustained by the reading
public and the proportions which
their business has attained has vin-
dicated their judgment.
The business is now and has for
several years past been managed en-
tirely by Mr. Will Hopper, who is
one of the meat popular young men
in the city and an upright, honora-
ble, conscientious business man.
The shelves of Hopper Bros'.
large store are filled from top to
bottom with books of every kind—
from works on scientific questions
down to books containing only the
alphabet of the English language.
From their stock of books the taste
of any person can easily be satisfied.
There are to be found all the stand-
ard works of fiction, history and
poetry.
This firm's largest sales, however,
are in the school book line, for they
stll nearly all the books used in all
of Hopkinsville's institutions of
learning. The first three or four
days after the fall opening of the
public schools are exceedingly busy
days at Hopper's.
Hopper Bros. carry also a large
line of periodicals—the leading mag-
azines being always on sale there.
They also have on hand at all times
the latest novel of the day--the nov-
el that has just made a hit and is
being widely discussed in the litera-
ry world.
Hopper Bros. have demonstrated
the tact that a book store in Hop-
kinsville can be made to pay.
31r. :Burch, proprietor of the
"Spot Cash Grocery," on Main
street, has not been in Hopkinsville
very long, but he's been here long
enough to convince the public as
well as his competitors in the gro-
cery line that he has opened his es-
tablishment stiictly for business.
Already his name is familiar to the
housekeepers of the city.
Mr. Burch says that be ells for
spot cash because it enables him to
sell goods much cheaper, because he
doesn't have to employ book-keepers
and collectors whose salaries in cred-
it business are as a matter of course
paid by the customers, nor dce4 he
run the risk of contracting bad debts
that finally have to be made up by
increasing prices to those who do
pay. These he gives as his relations
for not selling for anything else but
cash. He declares that the cash
system is the only satisfactory way
of doing business. His rule is to
buy for cash end in that way get a
discouat and sell for cash so as to
be able to give that discount to those
who patronize him.
In this "Spot Cash Grocery" is to
be found a large stock of fresh gro-
ceries—and he sells so fast that his
groceries are necessarily fresh, to.
cause they haven't time to become
stale. He has one price to every.
body, marking his goods in the start
at the lowest figure for which he can
possibly afford to sell them and make
a living. He counts on making
money ky turning over rapidly what
be haa at a small profit each time
rather than by keeping his money
tied up and waiting for a big profit
on a few sales. This plan certainly
pays him or he would have abandon-
ed it, for he has been in business a
long while.
The "Spot Cash Grocery ' has a
delivery wagon and all goods pur-
chased there are at once delivered
to any part of th4 city.
Kentucky was a pioneer state in the
construction of good roads, and some of
the turnpike. built fifty and seventy-
five years ago are models of roitd engi-
neering.
Kentucky has same of the finest turn-
pikes in the world, but President Moore
of the National Good Roads Association .
says he hasn't seen a single modern dirt
road in the state.
Directors—T
Watch this space for the Big July Sale be-
ginning July 8th to the 20th. Bargains for
everybody. Clothing, Hats and Furnishin g
oda at the popular trading resort of
J. T. WALL & CO.
wiamwavismhim imaiwAyiwei
McKee, the Grocer
Leads in prices and quality and carries the
most complete line in Christian county. Every
thing a farmer wants and a liberal buyer of
GEO. W. YOUNG,
Dealer in Malleable Steel Ranges, Stoves, Tin and
Queensware, Roofing, Guttering Steel tanks,
"Radiant Hotkie" Heating Stoves, "Gurney" Re-
friKerators, "Anchor" Stoves and Ranges, "Jew-
el' Gasoline Stoves. 107 8 Main 8t, Hopkinsville, Ky 'Phone 185-3
Fresh Pork. Fresh oysters, Fresh Fish, Vegetables, Turkeys, Chickens, Tinware, Glass-
Vice President
Capital, $50,000.
tirplus and Profits, 816,000.
W Blakey, C F Jarrett, V P., J P Prowse, R W Downer, A B Croft,
Lee Ellis, J W Downer, 0 H Stowe, Geo C Long, Pres.
Corner Main and 9th Sts., Ilopknisville, Ky.
Ladies,
Make the Pal-
ace Your Head-
quarters while
and an uptodate millinery establishment.
MRS. ADA LAYNE,
Cor. Main ail 9th Sta, Hopkinsville, Ky.
One of our light, well built and unequalled Road Wagons,
with rubber tires, meets the demand as nothing else can.
Every part of the vehicle displays the same superiority in
construction, only the nighest grade of materials being em-
ployed in the process of manufacture. Our carriage quar-
tette, speed, strength, bealty and lowness of price charm
all
-**
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AT GOOD ROADS
ONVENTION.
&Lie Place In Hopkinsville,
y., July 10th and 11th.
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lion and when it convened it appro-
priated $1,250, the city council add
ed $300 and then the citizens by
private subscription raised some-
thing like $700 more, making $2.250
to be used in entertaining the visit.
ors to the convention and in paying
the expense of the sample mile of
road. Thus it will be seen thatlHop-
kinsville people have put more than
twice as much money up l for their
convention than tbouisville has for
what she has the gall to announce
is a abate affair. The delegates to
Hopkinsville will be entertained as
only !lova:ovine people Know how
to entertain. The delegates to
Louisville will entertain themselves
—if they get entertained at all.
More actual good will come from
the Hopzituiville convention than
from the Louisville one, as people in
a city the size of Louisville do not
usually taKe much interest in sash
things as the improvement] of the
country roads, for they use them
little and do no hauling over them
\and are not locally interested in theretail trade of the farmers of theircounty, depending upon the rail-roads and wholesale trade for the
growth of their city. Counties of
Western Kentuczy can derive far
more benefit by sending their dale-
gates to HopKinsville and they
should do so Local pride in their
section of the State should cause
them to do so, especially as the
benefits to be derived will be equal-
ly as great if not much greater.
Then again the cost to the delegates
will be far less
— —
WORK PRO( ,RIAS I N,..
As the date for the holding of the
great Good Roads Convention draws
netrer interest in the big event in-
creases. A great many of Christian
county's largest and most prosper-
ous farmers are just now beginning
to realize how much the convention
means to everybody in the county.
and especially to the farmer, whom
it will finally lift out of the mod
which has for so many years retard-
ed his progress. This is the result
of the Good Roads conventions ev-
erywhere else that they have been
held, this will be the result in Chris-
tian and other counties in this sec-
tion.
It lifts the people out of the mud,
because it brings them to a realiza-
tion of their true condition and
shows them how easily they can
remedy it, and that's all that is nec-
essary. The people nowhere have
bad roads because they want them.
They have bad roads because they
have never had any other kind, and
therefore do not realize how really
bad they are, and as soon as they
are brought to see the matter as it
really, actually exists, they are at
once anxious to remedy the trouble
and they lose no time .in doing so.
The good roads conventions bring
them to see matters just as they are
—and that's the sole object of the
001I Ten ti0121.
The history of the good roads
movement shows that everywhere a
convention has been held and a sam-
ple road built and explained to the
people good has immediately fol-
lowed,the people having seen what a
oondition they were in, havipg seen
what a good road really is and how
easily it can be constructed and what
great advantages are to be reaped
from improved public highways be-
come as enthusiastic on the subject
as they were before cold ani indif-
ferent and they are not satisfied
again with their old condition but at
once set to work to secure good
roads and as a result everybody in
the community is benefitted.
The states of Mississipi and Ala
hams never had a good public road
in them, the people didn't want good
roads and cared so little about the
matter that they would not even die
cuss the subject of road improve-
ment, regarding it as 's mere waste
of time. A month or more ago the
experts who are to bring the Good
Roads train to Hopkinsville on Jul)
5th visited a number of points in
both Mississippi and Alabama, show
O. the people their true condition as
to public highways, convinced them
of the incalcluable benefits to be de-
rived from better roads, built them
sample roads and showed how eaey
it was to have perfect roads, and
now as a result the people all over
both states are wild on the subject
of good road. and will hardly dis-
cuss anything else, so anxious are
they to at once begin the work of
improvement. The New Orleans
Picayune says that the people of
Alabama have become so enthusiast
tic on the subject that Governor
Longino in his next message to the
Alabama legislature will urge upon
that body the necessity for the state
taking the matter in hand and have
all the roads in the state reconstruct-
ed by expert roalbuilders just as
rapidly as the money to pay for the
word can be spared, and it is said
that he is in favor of the legislature
passing • bill levying a state tax to
be used in rebuilding the public
roads—and the people of the entire
state are reported as being in favor
of such a scheme. Such has been
the result that has followed the
Good Roads movement everywhere.
The history of all reforms shows that
all it is ever necessary to do is to
convince the people of their error,
make them realize their real coodi.
tion, and they are always willing,
yes, anxious to set matters aright
with just as little delay as possible.
Christian Oharch, Ninth Street.
It is not hard to convince any man
of the slightest intelligence that it is
to his advantage to have good' roads
and that good roads will lessen the
cost of getting his produce to the
markets and will therefore leave him
more money as the profits from his
business, be that business what it
nay. The only trouble comes in in
' being able to get him to listen to
reason and think, to get him once
interested;—after that's once done,
it is very plain sailing.
The object of the Good Roads
,convention at Hopkinsville is to get
the people of Christian and sur-
rounding counties to think, to get
them once interested in the matter
of road improvement and the work
(Oontinned to Next Page)
n Aluminum Thimbles, Patent Hcoks&
1 b Eyes, Gold-plated Beauty pins.
2C a dozen for tine white pearl buttons.
2c a yard splendid fastCorded Lawns.
59c
2 Clasp Fine
Kid Gloves.
Bargain Straws That Show the Way the Trade Winds Blow!
gc Good hos4 Hook Towels.
2c a paper. Gambia Bram pins.
color 
AssyrianI 4c  hose, 25s .c value.isistaolor full regular
3Zc
Genuine
Elastic Seam
Drawers
"HAVE THE BEST AND MAKE NO MISTAKE.,"
The Old Reliable
Jeweler and Optician,
No. 8, Main St., Opp. Co‘‘Irt House, Hopkinavilla, Ky.
Keeps the most complete stock Of Diamonds, Fine Watches, Clocks, Jewelry, Sterl-
ing Silver and Plated Ware, Holland's Gold Pens and everything
in keeping with a first Class Jewelry Store.
A Watchmaker of Acknowledged Superiority.
A Graduated SCIENTIFIC OPTICIAN!
The intelligent and wise people always patronize the business house of °stab.
lished reputation for honesty and square dealing, and the reliable workmanship,
which is only acquired by long years of experience.
M. D. Kelly.
SUCH IS rHE HOUSE OF M. D. KELLY. Established in Cadiz. Ky., in 1884;Hopirineville, 1888.
W/E are the biggest contracting firm and operate the big-
W gest Planing flill in Kentucky.
We manufacture the MOGUL the best wagon in
Kentucky.
We have the second largest repository and stock of Buggies
and Carriages in Kentucky.
This sounds like horn-blowing but its true.
IPortHasss 13rco.,
Hopkinsville, : Kentucky
The Big RACKET Store
Carries a full has of Notions, Stationary, Ribbon, Lves, Embroidery, Insertions, All Over Laces and
Embroidery, Millinery Flowers, Ladies and- Men's Belts. Hosiery, Ladies' Muslin and Knitted Underwear, Lad-
ies and Men's Neckwear, Towels, Towel Crash, Table Linen, Table Napkins, Lawn, Organdies, White Dress
Goods, Piquies and other dress fabrics Ladies Shirt Waists, Ready Made Dress Skirts, Ladies and Men's Um-
brella., Ladies and Men's Handkerchiefs, Domestics and Calicoes, Shoes and Slippers, Men's Underwear, Meets
and Boys Work and Dress Shirts, Buggy Robes, Buggy Whips, Mene and Boys Hats, Boys Suite, Meng and
Boys Overalls and Odd Pants, Mena and Boys Suspenders, Ladies and Mens Kid Gloves, Men's Work Gloves.
SECOND FLOOR—We have a big line of straw matting. from 9 3 4c up: carpets, rugs, lace curtains,
window shades. curtain poles, chenille and tapestry portier curtains, table soper. and lambkins. picture and
photo frames and many other useful merchandise.
New Goods Coming Re ular.
Come to the Racket when you are in the city and inspect its many different merchandise. We can save
you money. You are are always welcome whether you spend a penny or not.
J. M. WARD, — MANAGER.
If You Wish to Travel a Good Road
Avoid the ruts of 50 per cent. profits,
the rocks of high prices and the mud-
holes of unpail accounts by trading at
BCH'S SPOT CASH GROCERY
No. 13, Main St71-17-7—isvi1le. Ky 'Phonej271
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CIREAT 000D ROADS
CONVENTION.
Continued From First Page.
will be done, for their intelligence
sin be fully relied upon to carry out
the work as it should be done if they
are only once brought to realize its
vital importance to thems21vE and
to posterity. Kentuckians neTer do
anything by halves--especially in the
southwestern end of the state.
There can not be the align teat doubt
that Christian and the neighboring
counties will reap immense benefit
from the Good Roads convention,
and it is the duty of each and every
county in southwestern Kentucky to
send delegates to Hopkinsville--and
it will be best to send as delegates
members of the fiscal courts and
road overseers and supervisors, offi-
eers whose duty it is to manage the
public roads in the several counties.
All the county judges should be del-
egates. Let these men stand by and
see the mile of rood built by the ex-
pert. and have it thoroughly explain-
ed to them, then let them attend the
big convention on July 10 and 11
and hear the matter of reeds discuss-
ed by engineers and experts in vs.
rioas lines and when they return
to their homes they will not only be
in a position to talk to and arouse
the people of their home counties to
work for good roads, but with the
knowledge gained they will all boa ble
to have good roads constructed at
home under their superviaioa and in
that way repay thousands of times
over the money that it cost the peo-
ple of their county to send them to
the convention. It is the duty of
the county judge in every county in
Western Kentucky to take up this
matter at once and appoint compe-
tent men to attend the convention,
men who are interested in the better-
ment of the public highways and
who will be certain to come to Hop-
kinsville and see the work of road-
building going on. Let each and
every man who reads this article
make it his business to at once see
the county judge of his county and
issist on hisdaking action at once.
A CRYING NEED.
Public men, preachers, lawyers,
doctors, newspaper men, in fact ev-
ery man who has ever given the mat-
ter of good roods a thought realizes
that the time has arrived when the
country can no longer allow the
roads to remain as they have been
for the past century. The Louis-
ville Courier-Journal in discussing
the matter a few days ago said:
"Beyond question there is nothing
that will be of so much benefit to
the people of Kentucky 114 the im-
provement of their transportation
facilities, and the public highways
are the groundwork, the basis, of
the whole system. We need more
steam railroads and we need trolly
lines, and the demand for these can
no longer be ignored, but, above all,
we must have better county roads
to enable farmers to market their
products more cheaply, to promote
the comfort arid convenience and to
add to the sociability of rural life.
19ood roads would be the beet mis-
sionaries that could be placed in the
mountains, and they will elevate the
moral tone and increase the wealth
of any community. When one un-
dertakes an estimate of the saving
in the cost of marketing the crops
by the substitution of macadauiized
highways for the wretched dirt
roads, the wonder is that these roads
have been tolerated; to say nothing
of the vast improvement the better
roads would give to the desirability
of life on the farm, where the bulk
of our citizenship resides.
"The convention, if well attended
by delegates from over the State,
will do more to . arouse public in-
terest in the cause of good roads
than anything else that could be de
vised. ;Che model roads that will be
constructed by the Government ex-
perts win be a valuable object lesson
for road making is a science that re-
quires apprenticeship, simple as it
seems. Best of ell, the convention
will efford an opportunity to organ-
ize public sentiment on the necessi-
ty of seeming proper legislation.
The obsolete method of working the
roads by "warning is," the taxpayers
should be abolished in favor of taxa
tion and the employment of respon-
sible contractors. The State should
make an appropriation for the en-
couragement of road building, and a
State engineer should be provided
"model" road, but a modern road,
constructed according to modern
ideas. Mr. Moore said it would
take ten years to construct dirt roads
in Kentucky along modern lines. but
he thinks that when the work is once
started it will becerried to ccmple-
'on.
to supervise the work to which the
State contributes. Provision ought
te be made by the counties that
would prevent the supervisorships
from being bestowed on politicians.
They should be given to men who
will build good roads from the start
and not waste the money as it has
been wasted in the past. Millions
of dollars are spent under the pres-
ent system, with no appreciable bet-
terment of the highways. It is time
these self evident truths should be
recognized and steps taken not only
to raise money, but to see that it is
spent to good purpose.
"The first essential is to arouse
and keep alive public interest. This
can be done at the Good Roads con-
vention if the county officers will do
their part in the selection or dele-
gates."
R. MOORE TALKS.
Some days ago the following news-
paper interview was had with Presi-
dent Moore about roads:
"I am the president of the Nation.
al Good Roads association and we
are working for good roads. Con-
gress appropriated $20,000 for the
purpose of introducing good roads
into the states. I have in my train
14 skilled engineers, among them
Mr. Charles T. Harrison, a govern-
ment road engineer, all of them at
the expense of the association. We
have all the machines for road mak-
ing. This machinery alone cost
about $75,000.
"My object in coming is to intro-
duce to Kentucky the proper way of
making a good dirt road. You see,
your state has about 25,000 miles of
roads and most of them are in a mis-
erable condition. It is astonishing
how few macadam roads you have.
Now, a good dirt road can be built
for from $300 to $500 a mile, and by
proper care can be kept in good con-
dition for an indefinite time. One
of the best ways to treat a dirt road
is to sprinkle it with hot oil soon af-
ter it is built
"The oil gradually seeps to the
bottom of the road and makes it
compact and waterproof and gives it
a firm base. The macadam road can
be made for from $2,000 to $7,000 a
mile and is, of course, out of the fi-
nancial reach of many rural districts.
The gravel road we build is not so
costly and I am not in favor of it
unless it can be made with a fine
foundation.
"The chief object of the asso-
ciation of which.I an. president is to
arouse the interest of the people in
this movement so that the legislature
may take action in the matter. I
traveled over about 900 miles of your
state and I did not see a single good
maeadsm road. In other states of
which I am speaking the legislature
appoints what might be called a
highway inspector. It is his duty to
look after the condition of the roads
and he is solely responsible to the
state for their condition. This has
been done in Massachusetts, and the
result is that the state has the best
roads in the union. It is also done
in New Jersey, which can boast of
roads almost as good as those of
Massachusetts.
-We shall hold three conventions
in Kentucky. One at Louisville,
another at Owensboro, and another
at Hopkinsville."
W. A. Wilgus, Allen Walls, Jr.,
L L. Elgin, C. F. Jarrett,
Praia Bassett, T. W. Blakey,
Walker Wood, J. 0. Cook.
W. A. Wilgus, is chairman, and
Walker Wood secretary of the above
committee.
vs. FINANCE.
J. D. Russell,
J. F. Garnett,
Jno. Bullard,
Sec.y.
G. Howard Stowe.
E. B. Long,
J. H. Eggleton,
Chairman.
1"‘tESS G.NIWITTEE.
T. L. Metcalfe, C. A. Brasher,
W. B. Brewer, Claude Hancock,
C. M. Meacham, T. C. Underwood,
Chairman. Secretary.
COM. CN TRANSPORTATION.
E. M. Sherwood, C. E. Miller,
H. M. Dalton, A.B.Crockett, Sec.
Jas. Breathitt, Chairman.
The ladiee of the city are taking
great interest in the Good Roads Con-
vention, and will aid very materially in
making it the magnificent enema it
gives every promise of being.
The following committees have been
announced:
LADIES EXECUTIVE Comterrrsx.
MESDAMES
M. H. Nelson, Chairman.
R. L. Woodard, Secretary.
Maria Petty, F. P. Thomas,
W. T. Blakemore, 0. F. Jarrett,
F. L. Wilkinson, Nat Gaither,
T. C. Underwood, Ashby Edmunds,
C. K. Wyly,
ware.
LADIES RECEPTION COMAIITTEt
MESDAMES
A. W W. 
Long,
.Wood, Chairman.T
J. H. Anderson,
J. 0. Cook, H. L. McPherson
,
Jennie Ohalkley, Geo. E. Gary.
E P. Rowell.
MISSES
Belle Mac re, Mary Fleck,
Kate Harrison, Mary Barbour,
Bessie Russell, Sadie Frankel.
The executive committee will have
general oversight of all matters na-
turally requiring their attention such as
securing decorated carriages for the in •
dostrial and floral parade. arranging
the places of reception which will
opened in various locations in the oily,
etc. The ladies reception committee
will see to the proper reception and en-
tertainment of all stranger attending,
especially the lady visitors.
The above sub-committees have
been very busy with their work
which is progressing satisfactorily.
WILL BE ENTERTAINED.
Every visitor who attends the
Hopkinsville Good Roads conven-
tion will be entertianed by the
gentlemen having the conven-
tion in hand. Headquarters will be
opened and there will be several
places where refreshments will be
served to delegates and visitors in
general. Persons contemplating at-
tending the convention can rest as-
sured in advance that every courtesy
will be extended them, every atten-
tion possible shown them. Hop-
ktneville invites everybody NMI is
prepared to welcome everybody',
Messrs Douglas Bell and John Rus-
sell are now on a trip over Wester
n
Kentucky in the interest of the Good
Roads oonvention. They will urge
all the various county judges to tip-
Miss Edith Bonl-
M 
says thiant tnhoe road hea point delegates
, invite the citizens to
will build 
Moore
 is to sa be pr
esent and attend to the distribution
i 
of press notices and advertising matter.
Judge E C. Ward, county judge of
Henderson county, has appointed the
following delegates to the Good Roads
convention to be held in this city July
10 and 11: T. W. Buckner, J. A. Ben-
nett, R. A. Tweedy, B Hill, James N.
Snag.
CONVENTION ARBAN,iEMENTs Our sister city of Hopkinsville is
 mak-
The Executive Committee having
' 
ing all things now ready for the Good
charge of the National Good Roads Roads conv
ention to be held there July
Convention to be held in Hopsins-
villa July 10 and 11, is composed of
M. C. Forbes, E. B. Bassett,
Lee Ellis, Geo. C. Long,
W.T. Cooper, G. D. Dalton,
F. W. Dabney, J. T. Wall,
W. T. Tandy, Polk Cansler,
R. E. Cooper, Geo. E. Gary:
M. C. Fcrbee is chairman, Geo. C.
Long, vice-president, Geo. E. Gary
secretary. The Executive Commit-
tee has appointed the following
sub-committees:
Connirrsz o IrivrraTiox.
W. F. Winfree, W. G. Wheeler,
J. D. Clardy, Geo. V. Green,
Thos. W. Long, Secy.
Cots. ow ARRANotwzmi
10 and 11. The convention will tail two
days arid with the welcome extended,
for which Hopkinsville is so famous, the
occasson will prove a new era io the
commercial history of Southern and
Western Kentucky.— Elkton Progress.
Good roads are the beet investments
the farmer can make. The °old of haul-
ing his products to market can be ea
sily
cut in two by the use of modern road..
The next legislature will be called up-
on to peas a modern road law. In New
York, New Jersey, Connecticut and
other states the state has an engineer
and gtves state aid to the construction
of important thoroughfares
Ws To Cooper 41 ,C
WHOLESALE & RETAIL GROCERS.
Carry the most complete line and have the largest
select from and make the lowest prices of any house
 in Wes
Kentucky- You are always welcome whether you 
want to buy
not. Yours to Please,
W. T. Cooper de C
Op. Court House, Hopkinsville, Ky.
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Biagi:44pr
Hot-breads, hot tcuits, cakes,
muffins, puddings and crusts made with Royal
Baking Powder are wholesome, delicious, quickly
made, always light, never sour, and most economical.
Royal Baking Powder is specially refined, and
equally valuable ror the preparation of the finest,
most delicate cookery, and substantial, everyday
food. In the easy, expeditious and economical
preparation of wholesome and appetizing food it is
indispensable.
Tbe " Royal Baker aad Pastry
Cook "—coataishig over Soo roost
practical and valuable cooking
eeipts—free to ever,' Patron. Send
postal card with year lull address.
lbere are imitation baking pow-
ders. made from alum sad sold
cheap, which it is prudent to
avoid. Alma in food is pwisosool-
*OVAL BAKING POWDER CO., 100 WILLIAM NEW YOWL
peasoruu. NOTES.
From Toareasio daily.
Mita R 0. Hardwick has rethrued
bona Owensboro.
Mrs. J. T. West, of Bowling Green,
is visiting Dr. and Mrs. S N West at
the Hill House.
Guy Stalling has returned from Daw-
son.
Mr. and Mrs. Phil May, of Hopkins-
, ills, arrived yesterday afternoon. Mrs.
May is going on to Pellville to visit rela-
tion-Owensboro Inquirer
Will Trice returned lain night from
Dawson.
Mrs. Ed Dickerson and son, James, of
Bowling Green, are guests of Mrs. H. L.
McPherson.
OW. Logan Feland, marine oftioer of
the great battleship Oregon, arrived in
the clay last night en route from San
Francisco to New York, where he has
hem maligned to shore duty. He will
spend several days here vatting his
mother, Mm. Sallie Ireland, and his
brothers, Messrs. Will and John Feland.
— —
?rout Wednesday'. dally.
Tom Howell was in Guthrie yester-
day.
Moles P. Hutchings is epeuding the
Wein In Baton.
Hi. bow Wood spent Sunday in
OlatinvIne.
KM Mille Collins bee returned from
a on* to Mends in Trigg minty.
1110 Lkalise Bethel is visiting friends
la bedsits,.
Wes Annie Fens has retained from
I visit le Moods at Madisonville.
Mies Legit Belle Evans has returned
to Elkton after a pleasant visit to Miss
Mary Grumbloy.
Miss Nell Donaldson Method last
night from Boston. where she bas been
Minutia( the conservatory of music
Douglas Bell is in Bowling Green to-
day In the interest of the Good Roads
convention.
Min Laura Townes left for Hendee-
soa today to visit her aunt, Mrs. Mc-
Olt Boolean.
Mims Maud Ogilvie and Laura ChB
dress who have been visiting Mrs. N. P.
Fears returned to Paducah today sc.
oompaaied by Mies Ella Ricketts.
Mies Imam Mills returned home Fri-
day eight after an extended visit to
Meads as (ladle sad Graoey. She was
mesespiniod home by Miss Claudia Sho-
ts,. of Ommy..... John Promo, of Hop-
lawneilla, who has been fishing and
I. the county for the past tw
liradme rammed home Sunday -Madi-
sonville Hustler.
From Tamar" daily.
Arthur Lauder has gone to Empire.
Mn. J. M. Winslow. of Florida, is
visiting her brother, J. B. Torian.
Mar. Wm IL Passmore, who has been
vidliag Mends and relatives in the oily
and essoly for several weeks. returned
Solidity so Breckinvidge, Ool.
Lex Hale, who has bent visiting Mr.
and Mrs. Walser Han, bits returned to
Mayfield.
Kn. G. H. Kennedy and children
will leave Wednesday for a visit to
Demon and Hopkinaville -Moyfield
Messenger.
Mies Anna Beeler Ina returned to her
home in Clinton, accompanied by Mies
Loritne Wadlington.
Mee. W. M. Hancock has returned
from Dawson.
Mr. and Mn W. P Qualls have gone
to French Lick, Ind., to spend several
weeks.
Mr. A. H. Doyle. of Petersburg, Vs ,
Is visiting relatives neer the oily.
Mesdames R. E Oooper and W. D
Moose are at Dawson.
Mines Kan and Eva Quarles are vis-
iting relatives in Nashville.
Mr. George H. Smith, wbo has been
quite ill for three weeke, is able to be
on the streets.
Miss Lures Gaibreatb, of Hopkins-
villa, is visiting her grandparents, Mr.
and Mrs. J. 0. Susish.-Nashville Ben-
ner.
Mrs, W. R. Faulkner, of Herndon,
was is She etty shopping today.
DEMURRER SUSTAINED.
°trona Judge Cook yesterday sustain
od the demurrer of the defendant to the
pettliou in the one of Mrs. Birdie Mos-
you god the Fidelity, Safety Vault &
Trust Co., guardians, etc , against Ms:
J. lloayon. The Buis was on a contract
executed by Mr. lloayon, conveying
one-third ot his property to be used for
the education and msintenanoe of his
two infant children and the object of
the salt was to secure the specific per-
formance of the contract. An appeal
will be taken.
Messrs. Wood & Son, of this city,
and Robert Woods, of the firm of Bar-
ker & Wood", of Louisville, represented
She plaintiffs, and Messrs. Landes &
Allenewortb, J. 0. Duffy, John Feland.
and Jelin Phelps represented the d.-
SWOP MANGROVE MERE
From Thursday's daily.
Bishop Hargrove spoke briefly at .the
Methodist °brach last night, and stand
that he would preach in this city next
Basidny. Be was en route to Ktrkmans-
vide, for which place he left here this
WIllifekag. Be goes then to hold the
•11111111111ville Menke Conference, which
esIMMIed there today, and will remain
MIME over Sunday.
EVOLUTION
THE THEME
Of Dr. Briney's Address
This Evening.
From Thursday s daily
One of the most interesting days of
the Summer Bible School was yester-
day. The free conference on "The
Sunday School" was participated in by
almost every member. Rev. W. H.
Pinkerton's address on Church History
was a most thoughtful and as Principal
Briney said "thought provoking" one•
A special conference was had at five
o'clock in the afternoon to review
Mr. Pinkerton's position. Rev. J. B.
Briney made another of his great ad-
dresses on Evidences of Christianity the
particular matter of the fulfillment of
prophecy relating to other nations than
Israel. Predictions concerning Babylon
and Tyre received special attention.
The last theme of the day's program
and one of the most popular of the term
was Prof. J. M. Gordan's lecture in
"The Hidden Man of the Heart," given
at the Christian church Int night. The
intones voice is strong and pleasant,
his boating graceful, his language flu-
ent. He showed an sag familiarity
with history and Martians that was
charming. Tin lecture was also a
thoughtful one. Prof. Ci3rdon greatly
pleased Shoes who heard him last night.
Principal Briney will speak tonight at
8 o'clock at the church on "Evolution."
All are invited to hear him.
•
STATE CROP REPORT
e
Wheat Deluged Is The Castro' Asti
Easter. Paris.
The week was warm, with local
showers in the central and eastern por-
tions of the state; in the western por
lion it was very dry. As a whole thole
condition' were very favorable.
The harvesting of wheat was nearly
completed in the western portion un-
der very favorable oond,ltiods, where
the yield will be up to the average add
quality excellent; but in the central
and eastern portions it is not so good
Is has been injured by the Hessian fly
in some section, and during the post
week in localities it has been blown
down and injured by heavy thunder
storms.
Corn and tobacco have improved
rapidly during the week Rye is fairly
good, but oats are short, although they
have improved oonsiderab:y.
Grua and clover have made great im-
provement. Irish potatoes and garden
truck are promising. Apples continue
to drop badly and will be a very light
orop; other fruits are doing fairly well
Peaches are quite promising.
Farm work has been delayed in some
sections by heavy local reins, but is
generally fairly well up.
Some very heavy thunderstorms with
high winds and hail, occurred in the
central and no:A-central portions, do-
lag oonsiderabli damage to crop', but
the area effected was not large. In
Owen county several heed of horses
were killed by lightning.
ELECTED STATE GRAND CHIEF.
The Independent Order of Good Sa-
maritans and Daughters of Samaria at
the meeting which is being held in this
city, elected by acclamation James L.
Allensworth, Jr., son of Coroner Allens-
worth, State Grand Chief. His ad-
dress to the council was very floe. The
°closet] includes the whole of Kentucky,
Jeffersonville and New Albany, Ind,
ae"ecionial, Ohio. Two other Hop-
2. citizens have held the po-
stmen. J. B. Jones filled the office two
years. and Rev. James Allensworth em-
ending him, was chief two years.
MACEDONIA NEWS.
The growing crops are needing rain
Mr. Reuben Curry, who is ninety-two
years old, is on the sick list this week.
Mr. R D. Wade found on hie pram
lees need' here several particles of gold
in the hint rocks.
The eleven-year-old son of Mr. John
Chews was plowing in a earl near Boosts-
burg in Oaldwell county, one day last
week and plowed up about four hundred
dollars in silver, one coin bearing the
date of 1701. the latest date being 1845.
Mr. Jam3oK. Thomas and Dr. D. M.
White hen jest laid in some new goods.
The musical entertainment at Mr. Joe
Grant's was exceedingly good.
Elder Jobe W MtOarroll preached at
Oran Roads last Sunday to the oongre-
gstion of W. H Moore.
Campbell Bros, are with us again af-
ter an absence of two weeks.
Mr W. L. Nichols was returning from
Princeton lies Friday and was thrown
from his horse, receiving very painful
tajaries to one of his shoulders.
Worth Max,
TAKEN BACK KILLED BY
FOR !VIAL. LIVE WIRE.
"Nuck" Howard Arrested
On Ov ensboro Warrant.
nurdered Brother-In-Law
And Tried To Kill
His Sister.
From Thursday's daily.
W. E. ("Ntick") Howard was arrested
last night by Officers Wilkins and Arm-
strong at Mr. Walter Cook's farm near
the city on a Daviess county warrant
charging malicious shooting, and was
taken to Owensboro this morning by
°hist of Police Matthews.
Howard was admitted to the Western
Asylum Dec 19.1900, having been found
insane by the jury which tried him for
the murder of his brother-in-law. Whom
he had killed and at the same time had
tried to kill his sister. It is understood
that it is universally:believed in Davies'
eounty that Howard had feigned insan•
ity,and the otlidials propose pushing the
one against him for shooting at his sis-
ter He was discharged from the asy-
lum March 15, 1901, as not being insane.
Since that time he has been around Hop-
kinsville working at the carpenter's
trade.
The murder case against Howard was
one of the most interesting in years
owing to the plea made for the prisoner
by his attorneys.
Howard murdered Peter Gerteieen,
his brother-in-law and attempted to al-
so murder his sister The trouble be-
tween Howard and the G rteisens re-
sulted from a civil action by which it
was sought so place the estate of WM.
L. Howard, father of "Nock" Howard
and Mrs. Gerteisen, in the hands of a
trustee on the grounds that he was of
unsound mind, hence incapable of prop-
erly managing the estate. "Nuek" pos-
sessed an ides that the Uerteisens were
endeavoring to get possession of the
whole estate and throw his father out
on the cold charity of the world, and be
went to their home and killed Peter and
attempted to kill Mrs. Cierteisen His
attorneys made the defense on the
grounds of insanity, alleging that be
was a blood relative of Jeroboam Beau-
chain who murdered Solomon P. Sharp
at Frankfort in 1886, and that insanity
was characteristic of the family. The
relationship was established, and It was
shown in the evidence that Howard was
demanded from families, both paternal
and maternal, in whioh insanity existed
for three or four generations beck. They
proved that be bad insane grandparents,
an insane father, a mother whose mind
was feeble, insane uncles, aunts and
cousins, and that the defendant himself
had attempted to commit suicide on va-
rious occasions
White Man Turned Yellow
Great oonsternation was felt by the
friends of M. A. Hogarty, of Lexington,
Ky., when they saw he was turning yel-
low. His skin slowly changed color,
also his eyes, and he suffered terribly.
His malady was yellow jaundice. He
was treated by the beet doctor" without
benefit. Then he was advised to take
Electric Bitters, the wonderful stomach
and liver remedy, and he writes :-After
taking two bottles I was wholly cured."
A trial provee its matchless merit for al
stomach, liver and kidney troubles. On-
leAlio. Sold by C. K. Wyly, Anderson
& Fowler, J. Oook and I. L. Elgin,
druggists.
STATe ENCAMPMENT.
Orem, Settlers Now A String L adi-
date.
The Frankfort Journal says: Gray-
son Springs may get the Kentucky mili-
tary encampment. This is not authori-
ties, but it is known that the famous
summer resort has more than a chance
for it. Grayson Springs entered the
fight late, but many persons think the
soldier boys will spend ten days there
this summer. For some time a strong
fight has been made for the encamp-
ment at Owensboro, Shelbyville, Padu-
cab, Bowling Green, Louisville and
possibly other places. From the first
Governor Beckham has been favorably
inclined towards Owensboro, all things
else being equal. Until a few days ago
it was believed that the decision would
be given in favor of the capital of
Recently things have not
looked so favorable for Owensboro, and
Ursymon Springs stock has gone up. It
Is believed that tbo other cities, baring
Owensboro, are entirely out of the fight.
GRAND JURY ADJOuRNS.
The grand jury finally adjourned
Wednesday afternoon after returning
a large number of indictments, mostly
for gaming.
GROCERS MAY CLOSE.
There is talk among the grocers of
closing up at 7 o'clock p. in. No class
of business men work harder and they
and their clerks are entitled to more
rest and leisure than they get now. The
dry goods, millinery and c:othing stores
have found they lose nothing by not
keeping open at night, and it is proba-
ble that the grocery men will soon fall
into line and close early.
moTaL ASEIVALS
LATHAM.- M E Martin, Guthrie;
Jae J Small, Miss Anna G Tate, Miss
Cora Woolfolk, Thos J Rice, S D
Langly, Madisonville; Ezell Craig, E W
Long, E 11 Woodall, Nashville; W 0
Avery, Toni Whelen, Chem I Kilter.
H Northington, Chad W Hawkins, St
Louis; T K Miller, A J Stine, W L
Sullivan, D K Beath, J 5 McAlister,
Louisville: W 8 Shelton, W R Bear-
Hug, Alligree; I L Miller, Oincinnati;
Jae 0 Carving, Philadelphia; Henry
Williams, Bowling Green, A I Stinler,
Sacramento; J B Cady, Akron; H
Mallery, Oily.
PHOENIX Matt °ayes, J 0 Moore,
city; B B Holman, Nashville; U B
King, Church Rill; D Oayoe, Beverly;
O D Bell, Bell; 3 Stevenson, Herndon;
Pete Stevenson, Bennettstown ; U M
Graves, Trenton; Mrs W F Edmondson
and son, J F Seay Eddyville, J T Hues,
W T Oolmesnil, Evansville; T J Reeves
H B;Adams, Madisonville; B L Ham-
mond, Grace;; J A MoOsne, W Dons-
ho, Louisville; 8 E Benefield, Ind'polis.
Neer Are Veer 111.14mes
Dr Hobbs' aparagss Mb am all kidney lila bilk
Metre*. Add Iltertled INGedy Co., ChIGNIOC,
Electric Light Employe's
Fearful Fate. •
While Adjusting Street
Arc Heavy Voltage Pass-
ed Through Body.
From Thursday's daily.
Harvey Boyd, aged twenty, an em-
ploye of the Electric Light Company,
wee instantly killer' lists night by com-
ing into context with a live wire while
&diluting an arc light.
The young man bad been working for
the company only one month and was
a trimmer, his services being to clean
the street lights.
Last evening the light on Sixteenth
street, between Virginia and Clay, failed
to burn properly and Boyd undertook
to fix it. He worked with the
light probably half an hour early
in the evening. The light hangs
in front of the residence of Mr. W. T.
Tandy, president of the Water, Light 8E
Power On., and Mr. Tandy and other
neighbors several times warned the
young man to exercise care in handling
the wires, and finally asked him to wait
until morning when there would be no
danger. Boyd left and returned to the
plant, but decided to make another ef-
fort to repair the light. Ewell Beale*,
another employe, accompanied him on
his second trip. Boales begged Boyd to
be careful and to use but one hand
in his work. Standing on the insulated
stool, he was using a screw driver with
his right hand and was steadying the
swinging globe with his left. His right
hand alippped from the wooden handle
of the tool and the moment it touched
the illegal blade a short circuit w
formed, aud a voltage, estimated to
have been auffieient to have killed ten
men, passed through his body. Death
was instantaneou•. The hely reeled
forward and the forehead, lips and the
neck striking the cap and crossb•r, were
badly burned An inquiet was bet]
and the following verdict was returned:
We the jury summoned by the oore
nor, find that the body bet. re us is
Harvey Boyd and that he name to his
death while adjusting an electric light
on ltith street about 915 p in., June ed,
1901 by aiming in contact with a live
wire. He Is about 2() years old This
June 28, 1901 .
Signed: 0. A. Brasher, T. H. Smith,
G. E. Randle, Lewis Henry, James
Campbell, Gray Rollins, Jatuss L
A Ilenswortb , coroner
The body was removed to the resi-
dence of Mr. Monroe Boyd, the %odor-
innate boy's father, on North Virginia
street. Funeral servie s will be held
this attention and the remains will be
intend in the Boyd family burying
grounds in North Christian Young
Boyd was popular with a wide circle of
acquaintances. He was a bright, in-
dustrtous, and ambitious young man,
and held the thorough confidence of his
employers.
LARKIN On
The farmers of the Larkin neighbor
hood are cutting wheat.
The last rain has improved oats. To-
boom crops are looking well, and corn,
though small, has a good color
A good Sunday-school is now being
conducted at West Mt. Zoar.
There was a moonlight picnic at Mr.
G. H. Moore'l last Saturday night, and
there was a large attendance.
There was a pinging at Bro. William
Ootton' s Sunday evening.
It is rumored that there will be a so-
cial at Mr. R. Renshaw's Saturday
night
There will be "a moonlight" at Mr.
James Knight's on July 5th.
'Squire B. F. Fuller, of Era, visited
your town Monday.
B. P. Armstrong and son visited your
city on Monday.
Mrs. Helen Marquess. Mrs. Fannie
Armstrong, the wife of Mr. L. B. Arm-
strong, and Miss Eve Holt were the
gamma of Mrs J. W. Morris last Sunday.
Mr. J. W. Morris was the gueeit of Mr
G. H. Moore last Sunday.
Mr. Lawson Oaasler and family were
the guests of Mr Byron Oansler on last
Saturday night.
Mr. Ed Moore was thrown from a
horse and badly hurt
NATIONAL BANK
CLOSES DOORS
U. S. Depository and Perry
Heath Owns Controll-
ing Interest.
(Special to the New Era.)
NEW YORK, Jane 27.-The Seventh
National Bank closed its doors this
morning, and United States Oomp-
trollerDavwes was appointed temporary
receiver.
He says he doesn't think the the de-
positors will lose heavily. This is the
bank of which Edward Thomas, who
was to have married Miss Linda Lee in
Louisville Saturday, was elected Frail-
dent Tuesday.
The book is a government depository
and Perry Heath owns a controlling in-
terest in it.
WILL CLOSE BUSINESS.
The Citizens' Trailing Stamp com-
pany will discontinue busineses in this
city Saturday.
A formal notice to this effeet is pub-
lished elsewhere in today's New ERA,
and persons holding stamps to the
amount of half a book or more are re-
quested to present them for redemption
at ono*.
Mr. A. E. Whittemore, the manager
of the business, will likely remove it to
Indians. During his stay in Hopkins-
villa be has made many warm friends
by his fair dealings with and coarteoue
treatment of everybody with whom he
has come in contact, and there will by
general regret over his departure.
Get your Duck, Linen,
or Canvas Suit made up
for warm weather.
DUNCAN, The Tailor.
SUMMONS ATTENTION
WAS SWIFT. IS CALLED
Mr. Leon Levy Dropped
Dead
End Comes To Mr. Boyd's
Long And Useful
Life.
^
From Th rsday '5 daily
Mr Lcou Levy died with shacking
suddenness last night at the reetdenoe
of Mrs. Elward Raw's on Olay and
Seventh streets, where be and Mg V. ife
boarded
He had complained yesterday of not
feeling well, attributing his indisposi-
tion to the intense heat Last night,
after supper he sat on the lawn and
talked with friends and no sign of the
impending death was apparent. Just
before retiring to his room he had re-
marked: "My mother died of heart
disease, and for that reason I do not
like to be left alone for any length of
time." After reaching his room about
9:30 o'clock and removing his clothes
he sat In a chair by a window. Mrs.
Levy, who had gene to bed, heard him
gasp for breath. She called for help,
and her cries' were li.ard by Mr. R. R.
Donaldson who ran to the room and
°aught Mr. Levy in his arms Os the
stricken man was falling from hieliair.
A moment later dissolution loot in.
Physicians were summoned, but it was
found that life was extinct.
Mrs. Levy, his devoted wife, was
prostrated by the unexpected demise,
and throughout the night was extreme-
ly ill, but, despite her condition, she in-
sisted on accompanying the remains
this morning to Nashville, Tenn.ierhere
the funeral will take place. Mrh Car-
rie Hart and Mr. M J Moayoni went
with her.
Mr. Levy was in the life insurance
business at Nashville, but spent much
of his time here, where his acquaint-
ances were numerous. He was a gen.
tleman of fine intelligenoe and gener-
ous impulses, and had • rare capacity
for winning and:retaining friends. His
death mires genersl sorrow. He was a
Confederate veteran and had fought
through the eiv.1 war with great brag-
ery
— - -
Mr J. H. Boyd. a leading citizen of
the Bainbridge vicinity, died yesterday
afternoon. He had been an invalid for
a long time, and the end which causes
deep grief to all who koew him, was
not expected. Death resulted from rar-
Myst" Mr. Boyd was seventy rain of
age and all his life he had been a Valua-
ble eitizan He was admired and NO
teemed by a great circle of Mends. Six
children, three sons and three daugh-
ters, survive him, Funeral services
were held this afternoon at 4 o'clock at
the Sinking Fork Baptist church, near
which the remains were interred Mr
Boyd was a faithful and conscientious
Christian.
Mrs. Effie Felts, wife of a prominent
farmer of Arlington,. died yesterday ev-
ening at the Western Kentucky Asylum
for the Insane where she had been un-
der treatment since April 10. Her bus
band and one child survive her. She
was twenty-live years of the, The body
was sent this morning to Arlington for
burial.
Saves Two From Death
"Oar little daughter had an almost
fatal attack of whooping eine) and
bronchitis," writes Mrs. W. K. Hero
land, of Armonk, N. I , "but when all
other remedies failed we saved hoe life
with Dr. King's New Discovery. Our
niece who had consumption in ate ad-
vanoed stage also used this wonderful
medicine and today she is perfectly
well " Desperate throat and lung dis
eases yield to Dr King's New Disoovery
as to no other medicine on earth. In-
fallible for ooughs and colds 50o and
$1 00 bottles guaranteed by Anderson &
Fowler, 0. K. Wyly, J. 0. Cook and L
L. Elgin Trial bottles free.
FIREBUGS' IWORK
AT MAYFIELD.
Another Fire In The Lit-
tle City Last Night.
(Special to New Era
MAYFIELD, Ky., June 27.-Another
fire occurred here last midnight and the
people are aroused over what is believed
to be persistent ineedisrism.
The fire occurred in the Mirror print-
ing office and came near causing a con-
flagration. Editor Chandler was out of
on and his exact loos is not known.
It is certain that the fire was the work
of incendiaries.
WORN AND WEARY.
Kentucky Senator Finds
Fighting A Woman A
Hard Job.
[BPSCIdi..Z.VIRW IltkA.
LOUISVILLE. Ky., June ..!"; -
United States Senator Deboe left for
his home at Marton looking tired and
worn and was apparently glad to go on
the train that would take him away
from politics and politicians The
Senator has learned that it is a difficult
piece of balances to fight a woman fer
office, and notwithstanding his efforts,
Gertrude Sander. will doubtless be re-
tained as postmaster at Newcastle. The
Senator also learned that his word does
not always go at Washington. Mr Di-
coo said again that Sapp would not be
ousted; that he was satiaffed of that.
Mr. Deboe has lost track of the sena-
torial situation, so busy has he been to
have Mrs. Sanders removed.
A GENTLE HINT.
In our style °ton:nate, with its sod-
den change of climate-rain, wind and
sunshine often intermingled in the um*
day
-it is no wonder that our children,
friends and relatives are so frequently
taken from us by neglected colds, half
the deaths resulting directly from this
cause. A bottle of Bochee's German
sickness,
Syrup kept about ryourou r 
perhaps 
h do 0sh s p sae firFoos rshouimme-
diate use will prevent serious
ry.
iltnant: meal doctor'ssenev  ssourfme 
three
pcotiuobgni ill, 1 sib, andemcroup,0 r 
hemorrhages, 
a go r yp ndei 
disease
ema so e
of she throat or longs, its success is sim-
ply wonderful, as your druggist will tell
you. Get a sample bottle free from R
0.0 11ftrfiWick, City P,e hagiseacyA. 
Almanac,
6 7sc (3o
-
By Governor To- Good
Roads Convention,
Requests County Judges
To Appoint Delegates
To Hopkinsville.
Governor Beckhern has issued the
following proclamation calling alien
Mon to the Good Road. Couvention
which will be held in this city next
month
Oommon wealth of Kentucky Executive
Department,
Whereas, A convention of the Na-
tional Good Roads Association has been
called to meet as Hopkinsville, Ky., on
July 10 and II. 1901, for the purjOse of
creating a better interest in the sub), ct
of improved highways in Kentucky,
and especially in that portion of Ken-
tucky west of the line of the Louisville
railroad from Louisville to lisllatin,
Tenn ;
Now, therefore,be it known, That the
undersigned, Governor of the Common-
wealth, on request of the Exi cativo
Committee of said good roads conven-
tion, hereby authorizes and requests the
appointment of delegate. to said o)n-
•ention by County Judges of the vari-
ous counties and the Mayors of the vari-
ous municipalities within the above
described territory, and urges all good
citizens to take active interest in said
meeting
In testimony whereof, I have hereun-
to set my hand and caused the great
seal of the Oommonwealth to be affixed
Done at Frenkfort this twenty-sixth day
of June, nineteen hundred and one, and
the 011e hundred and tenth year of the
Oomaionwealth By the Governor,
J 0 W. BECKHAM.
0. B H iii., Secretary of *ode.
(Special to New Era.)
LOUISVILLE, Ky, June 27.-The
Good Roads convention opened auspi-
ciously this morning at Board of Trade
Exchange Hall. Gov Beckham is pres-
ent. The Illiuois Oentral good roads
train is here and the delegetes from al'
parts of Kentucky are Lobe given an op-
portunity to study the gold roads epee.
lion thoroughly and glean something
from the practical experimeata.
HERNDON NOTES.
The farmers of 'his vioiallfJ are Net
Ing rain badly
The protracted mellitus conducted by
Rev. T. D. Moore was closed Sunday
oighil. There were fourteen additions
to the church.
Miss Dawson, who has been visiting
in Herodon, has returned home.
Mrs. Bowling, who has been very
is somewhat better
Mines Ethel and Eva Bridges have
returned home.
Rev. King, papt ir of the Herndon
Methodist ohnrch, is quite wok.
The farmers of this neighborhood are
busy cutting wheat.
Dr. Bladsford has decided to make
Herndon his home.
Mr. Robert Faulkner got one of his
hands seriously hurt in a binder.
8.0rTHARN Gum
MONSEN COI:MAO,
Modern Culture Magazine gives its
readers in July a trilogy of articles of
especial Jolene to Psis-American VW-
tors The first of the two articles on
The Pan-American By Day and Night
is contributed by Mr. C. Y. Turner, the
celebrated New York ariist. The Opa-
lescent City is the title of his paper, and
in The Incandescent Oily, Mr. William
Fitzroger tells us of the marvel and
magic which wizirds of the wire and
bulb have wrought in electrical di.play.
The third and concluchog instalment of
Old Chillicothe by Mrs. Jane W. Guth-
rie is interesting, as all the series have
been.
The Altruistic Side of Musical Clubs
I. a paper by Mrs. J. N. Outran
Oonnt Lyof Tolstoi, A Modern Ploph-
er, is appeciatively described by Amalie
Boguslawsky The teethe Mystery, a
short serial by Marion Harland, holds
the reader spellbound inc eager for the
next instalment. The Ecriire grow.
stronger and more fascinating as the
plot develops. Miss Bayne's Debut is •
short story which the "sweet girl gradu-
ate" will find especially timely and
which all ,the rest of us will vote moist
Interesting. Current Events are dealt
with by the editor with his usual blend
of serionsnese and humor. 'peen Chas
D. Williams, of Trinity Cathedral in
Cleveland, 0 ,contributes a eympathetic
review of Lyman Abbott's new book,
The Life and Literature of the Anoient
Hebrews. Both the original work and
its review are of exceptionatinterest.
411. 11111 ir CD zo.Ac..a..
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Educate Tour Sewell WW1 Esecurets.
Candy Cathartic, cure constipation forever.
lb% tbc. If C. C C fail, druggists refund iliOliey.
A New Departure
Having Learned the Art of
Replating and
Manufaqturing
MIRRORS,
I want to say to my friends
and customers that in a few
days 1 will,he well equipped
to serve them in this capacity.
If you havti an old. mirror
that needs replating or if you
want new ones made in odd
sizes leave your order with
me. I can plate a mirror in
30 minutes while you wait.
Satisfaction in workman-
ship and prices guranteed.
Very Respectfutly,
Jack Meador
104. Man St [looser Beildlog,
MAY HOLD
STREET FAIR.
Elks Lodge Considering
The Matter
Committee Appointed To
Confer With The
City Council.
ISis likely the Elks will hell a street
fair early next fall.
For several week' the lodge has been
importuned by all elutes of cit zing to
take the matter in hand and conduct a
big carnival of some kind here in Sep-
tember or Ontober. The olestion is
asked c.very day by visitors in the city.
"What i. Elopkin!ville going to do
this year in the way of a public enter-
taininen• '!“ The people of this regicn
are xpectiug sametbiog and the bust-
uses men do not wteh to disappoint
them
At a business meeting of the Elks a
committee of a.t, ea watt appointed to
wait on the city council lane ascertain if
cooperation from them may be looked
for. In the event the couucil's attitude
in the matter is favorable, it is probable
the lodge will go immediately to work
arranging the preliminary detaVe of the
greatest street fair that Kentucky has
ever known.
Profittiog by valuable experience
gained last year the Elks will be able to
make the event one of magnificent suc-
cess. One thing was determined on,
and that was that only the hest and
cleanest of attractions will be allowed
t) exhibit under any circumstanoes, and
every show may be visited with all pro-
priety by the ladies and children.
It seems to be the general detireof the
merchants and people to have the pro-
posed fair on the streets and not at a
park as last year
Nothing benefits and advertises a city
like great gatherings of people when
they are properly entertained and treat-
ed with cordial hospitality. The Elks
are ready to do the former and citizens
will do the rest
4111
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For Infants and Children.
The Kind You Have Always Bought
Bears the
Signature of
FOR RENT.
1.4441
The house on South Main street, re-
cently occupied by Prof. Steinhagen.
Immediate possession given.
dein! HUNTER WOOD.
Shadoin
& Curtis,
Grocers.
Next to First National
Bank. Phone Ilk
0 YOU
NEED AN EXTRA
PAIR OF TROUSERS?
• SEE OUR
5.00
GOODS!
WARD BRO. ,
112, S. Main.
*To The Trade.44
els4‘ I have a few words to say to you:
Be sure you GET MY PRICES oo everythkg Ii
: Dry Goods and Carpets
•.• BEFORE BUYING. •+•
Some houses are adyertisibg 1-4 to 1-2 Off. Bat
I say to the trade if los will yitit my store, I am prt
Prepared to sire YOU money on fresh, up to date
goods. You can always depend on getting the newest
IC and best things out in every line of goods in my hone
4; at prices that eefv competion.
. .
• •
• •
V.
Pr. m. joriems,
Main St. Hopkinsvills,Ky.
•
,061:1;111---Eastisis
To Keep
Cool
Buy one of those Handsome
Flannel Suits, cJat and pants, just
the thing for hot weather, and one
of our
!cycle Brand Strawflats
and you will look cool when the
thermometer reaches 99. Remem-
ber, we do not sell drummers' sam-
ples, auction or second hand goods.
We buy
Nothing BUT THE BEST
goods that money will buy. Our
reputation for carrying nothing but
first class goods is well established
in this county.
•
Tim •••••••••••••••Headquarters 
Palace For
Mrs,
Ada
Layne.
NEW PATTERN HATS IN
ALL SHAPES AND
STYLES.
You can find what you want 
•
at corner 9th and Main Sts.
•••••••••••••••
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SPECIAL
MILLINERY SALE
Beginning Wednesday, June 26th,
MIN
and Centinuing as Long as goods Lasts.
Only two weeks more and tne millinery season is over
If prices have anything to do with it we will not carry over
a single trimmed hat. We have quite a lot of beautiful trim-
med hats-- a few of our own special patterns---the same that
created such a flurry at our opening- tomoriow and as long
as they last
At 50 Per Lat. Discount.
Every hat goes, not one held back.
J. H. Andcrson& CO.
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Wesel:wrote June 23. From a pas-
sage at Scripture nuetwerved by most
readers Dr. Talmage in this thecouree
*bows the importance of prompt melon
le anything we have to do for ourselves
or ethers: text. leeeleetiastes it 4. -He
titan obeerveth the wind shall net *ow." i
Wlait de yea Sod in this packeti '
been it akilostoWs monologue? I find
is It a tamer at blot front door examin-
ing the weather. It is seedtinie. His
$SW have been plowed and harrowed.
TIM Idlest la in the barn in sacks.
Weatly no be taken afield and scattered.
Mow te tlifelineit to now. But the u-inti
Is sot favesithba. It may blow up a
storm before night: and be may get
wet If he starts out for the sowing.
Or it may be a long stint that will
e wash out the seed from the soil. Or
there may bare been long drought.
and the wiled may eontinue to blow
dry weather. Tbe parched fields may
Mat take in the grain, and the birds
may pick It up, and the labor as well
m the seed may be wasted. so he
gives up the work for that day and
goes back into the house and waits to
as. what it will be on the morrow. On
the morrow the wind Is still In the
Inoue direction, and for a whole week.
and for a month. Did you ever see
ark a keg spell of bad weather? The
lethargic and overcautious and dila-
tory agriculturist allows the season to
pans without sowing. and DO sowing, of
callal. ISO harvest. That Is what Solo-
moans when he says in my tett.
"Hie that obsereeth the wind shell net
now."
As mtileh la our tittle as in Solomonic
there Is abroad a fatal hesitaney
Slepositioa to bet little things stop
. me-a ruinous adjournment. We all
want to do some good In the world, but
bow easily we are halted in our en-
deavors. perhaps we are solicitors for
seine great ettarlty. There is a good
wbo bas large means. and he is
to give liberally to asy-
to lospitais, to reform organise-
to schools, to churches, to eom-
limedides desolated with flood or dev-
,Ilialialed with fires. But that good man.
'411Me away a good man. Is mercurial in
' Me tooperament. He is depressed by
...,''aganmpliartc changes. He is always
eViedlielotel by the east wind. For this
eat reason you postpone the char-
his seticitation. Meanwhile the sue
that you wish to alleviate does
awful work, and the opportunity for
Is past. It the wind had been from
the west or northwest. you would have
sistneed the philanthropist's counting
ream and sought the gift, but the wind
waa blowing from the east or northeast
and you did not make the attempt, and
you thoroughly Illustrated my text.
NH* tbat obserretit the wind shall not
arm"
s.t
Loot opportunity.
Tbs.* conies a dark Sabbath morn-
ing. The pastor looks out of the win.
end sees the clouds gather and
4beberg• their burdens of rain.
it a hill church It will be a
----
Nil et people with wet feet and
MIMI islipplag umbrella at the doorway
gg ea lad it the pew. The pastor
ewe it Itis beet sermons.
It INNIseat Mai great remarch, and he
Ma bees meek he prayer while prepar-
ing k. Be gala the sermon aside for
• dear lag kW talks platitudes and
Wee hams quite digressed, but at the
sane time feeling that be has done his
M. He did not mks* that in that
suilall audience there *ere at least two
pmineles who ought to have bad better
tiontibmit One of those hearers was
a Milta in crisis of struggle with evil
aggetite. A carefully prepared det-
ainees under the divine blessing would
have been to him complete victory.
The fres of sin would have been extin-
gabled, and his keen and brilliant
Wel would have been consecrated to
the gospel ministry, and he would have
Wm a mighty evangel, and tens of
thealtands of souls would hare under
lie spell it his Christian eloquence
▪ vp sin and started a new life,
eel threggbettt all the heavens there
Tumid lam been congratulation and
beam" and after many ages of eter-
s/PIM passed there would be celebra-
tion mew the ransomed of what was
legeogimMobed one stormy Sunday In a
ellandt so earth slider a mighty gavel
aliminest delivered to 15 or al people.
Sat the crisis I speak of was not prop-
▪ wet. The man in straggle with
set babft beard that stormy day no
Sneed that moved him. He went out
in the rain uninvited and unbelped
beek to his evil way and down to his
ovettbrow. Had it been a sunshiny
Sabbath he would have beard some-
Meg worth hearing. But the wind
.-Itheer from a stormy direction that Uh-
ler. That gospel husbandman
It and acted epos its =gees-
and gay dl000ver some day his
anielait& He had a sackful of
Owe ellhe wheat, but he with-
It, sad some day be will and,
the whole 'story is told, that he
a vivid illustration of the truth of
tazt. "He that observeth the wind
act sow."
skle Womb Sowing.
• Them was another person in that
elleemy Sunday susdiesice that deserved
atimeddag better from that pastor than
Ortemporimel nothingness. It was a
mealier who was half awakened to a
mew it responsibility In regard to her
beeasheid. She had begun to question
bow& am to whether It would not be
better to introduce into her bona a re-
ligion that would decide aright the des
day of her sow and daughters. Her
blame had se tar been controlled only
11111111xdag children into the world to suf-
fer.= an inherited blood taint? People
Ape* issiese that foal blood may lurk
salter &Stir akin, and that the fire 'mold-
In the bleed of the psreat may
isao Issas in the flesh of the child.
De. Plesses Golden Medical Discovery
pea eat the smoldering fires of scrofula.
desisses the blood from disease taints,
strengthens the weak lungs, heals the
dissesed itemach.
.Dr. Ptanses Medicine Ins done wonders for
gni taw saw imam Mrs. M. • Martrick. of
4MaPage Ca, N. T. •kati had scrofula
I Nee tmdessitows teas their five years
triMaisalmasibia sad seraida. My eldest soh
111110 *San Sao or dine y`tala ago with honey-
dewsas. tbs Mum. II trashied ben for over
. as task Dr. Places Golden Medical
.aad bus 011i bedew. in over • year.
Wif IfesianY SOW bee setwadona sores on his
save;he ass at had say lam be commenced
sossine raw maialidae.•
Vs. Dr. Pierce's Pleasant Pellets for
kis bawds and liver.
VIGOR of MEN
Easily, Quickly,
Permanently Restored.
HI 14.JerszCYrriewreacts (Par. .NDIPO
Sled V is sokileatk 
 fink
irritant guarantee
es ervoesdebiblay, lost vitality tail -/Ms. hysteria, stops
in the serrate system mimed by
OP vs nos of tonitaaeo, op-
this pass that tills."
=buds
tlia int of
k glow to pale
enng sad strong
SIM, Pi bazaar y mall to any s‘-
Anderson & Fowler.
I • •.• • toil Dit •
,tee;. dead irseeetaziriaw
Ansaini rEasi"
ste.lhaaa
&IA.* Sir
Artor
A perfect Remedy for Constipa-
tion. Sour Stomach. Diarthous
Worms,Convuisions .Feverish
ness and Loss OF SLEEP.
Earn Snails Signature of
L EU_ CT CCPT OF WRAPPER
CASTOR!
For Infanta and Children.
The Kind You Have
Always Bought
Bears the
Signature
of
Ir
Use
For Over
Thirty Years
CASTOR!
ewe COMPAP.V. \NNW CITY.
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to- vreridly principles. be had tiered
the riot of the elements that morning
trod had found her way to church. hop-
ing to hear something that vi ould help
her to decide the 'honestly question
which n as to her a solicitude. A good.
strong serniou render the divine bless-
ing would have led her into the king-
dom of God and afterward her whole
family. The children. whether they be-
came farmers or mechaules or mer-
chants or artists or men of learned pro-
fession or women at the bead of house'
holds, would have done their work in a
Christian way and after lives of useful-
ness on earth would have taken thrones
In heaven. It would have bee.e a whole
family saved for time and 'Aired for
eternity. But the pastor had adjourn-
ed the strong and effect fre discourse to
a clear Sunday. The mother went home
chilled in body, mind and soul and con-
eluded not to trouble herself or her
household about the future and to let
tomorrow teke care of itself and keep
ea doing as they had been doing. No
God In that house. No religious con-
solation In time of bereavement. No
formation of thorough Christian char-
acter In the tires of those growing up
boys and girls. They will go out Into
tbe world to meet its vicissitudes with-
out any sublime re-enforcement of the
gospel. What a pity it was that be did
not put down the manuscript of his
well prepared eermon on the Bible If
he preached trete notes or pour.lt out
of bin soul if he had lodged it there
through careful preparation! No. He
allowed that opportunity, which could
  return, to pass into eternity up
Improved. Re observed by the war
the rain dashed against the windows
of the parentage and the wiodows of
the ebureli that the wind was from the
east or tbe northeast, and he did not
MOW or sowed that which was not
worth sowing.
Hindered by Pahl!, Opialsin.
In all departments of life there are
those hindered by the wind of public
opinion. It has become an aphorism In
polities and in all great movements,
"He Is waiting to see which way the
wind blows." And it is no easy thing
to defy public opinion, to be run upon
by newspapers, to be overhduled in so-
cial circlets. to be anathematized by
those who heretofore were your friends
and admirers. It requires a heroism
whieb few possess. Yet no great re-
formatory or elevating movement has
ever been accomplished until some one
was willing to defy what the world
should think or say or do. But there
have been men and women of that
kind. They steed all up and down the
corridors of history, examples for us to
follow. Charles Sumner in the United
States senate. Alexander H. Stephens
in Georgia convention. Savonaroia
staking his life in time of persecution.
Mardis Luther fighting the battle for
Mignon freedom against the mightiest
anathemas that were ever hurled. Wil-
liam Carey leading the missionary
movement to save a heathen world
while churches denounced him as a
fanatic and with attempting an impos-
sibility. Jenner, the hero of medicine,
caricatured for his attempt by vac-
cination to best back the worst dis-
ease that smote the nations. They whe
watch the wind of public opinion will
not sow. It is an uncertain indication
and Is apt to blow the wrong way.
"Let tie have war with England, If
needs be," said the most of the people
of our northern states in 1861, when
Mason and Slidell. the distinguished
botaberners, bad been taken by our
nail from the British steamer Trent
and the English government resented
the act of our government in stopping
one of their ships. "Give up those
prisoners," said Greet Britain. "No,"
said the almost unanimous opinion of
the north, "do not give them up. Let
us have war with England rather than
surrender them." Then William H.
Seward, secretary of state, faced one
of the fierctst storms of public opinion
ever seen in this or any other country.
Seeing that the retention of these two
men was of no Importance to our coun-
try and that their retention would put
Great Britain and the United States in-
to immediate conflict, said, "We give
them up." They were given up, and
through the resistance of popular clam-
or by that one man a worldwide (-e-
ternity was averted.
Some of urn rensimber as boys humm-
ing when Koesutla, the great linte
gnrian, rode up Broadway, New York.
Most Airier-leans were In favor of tak-
ing some decided steps for Hungary.
The only result of such interference
would have been the sacrifice of all
good precedent and war with Europeau
nations. Then Daniel Webster, in his
Immortal "Iluisemann letter," braved
a whirlwind of popular opinion and
saved this nation from useless foreign
entanglement. WebMer did not ob-
serve the wind when he wrote that let-
ter. So in state and church there have
always been men at the right time
ready to face a nation full- yea, a
world full-of opposition.
Walsh lag the Weather Vase.
How many there are who give too
much time to watching the weather
vane and studying the barometer!
Make up your mind what you are going
to do and then go ahead and do it.
l'here &twigs will be hindrances. it is
a moral disaster if you allow prudence
to overmaster all the other graces. The
Bible flakes more of courage and faith
and perseverance than it does of cau-
tion. It Is not once a year that the
great ocean steamers fall to sail at the
appointed time because of the storm
signals. Let the weather bureau proph-
esy what hurricane or cyclone it may,
next Wednesday. next Thursday, neat
'tat inlay the steamers will put out
rout New York and Philadelphia and
Reeton harbors and will reach Liver-
pool and Southampton and Glasgow
am! Bremen, their arrival as certain a.
their embarkation. They cannot afford
to consult the wind, nor can you ID
your life voyage.
The grandest and best things ever ac-
eomplished have been In the teeth of
hostility. Consider the grandest enter'
•
leyepeptios cannot be long lived be-
cause to live requires uottrisbment. Food
Is not nourishing until it la digested. A
disordered stomach cannot digest food,
, it must have essistance. Kodol Dyspep-
sia Oars diesels all kinds of food with-
out aid from the stomach, allowing it
to rest and regain He natural lasolienn.
Its eletneate are exactly the came as the
natural digestive fluids and It simply
can't help bet do you good R 0. liar
wick.
,rise of the 4.1..1-nines- the salk atlcut
la world. led the Roman empire send
up invitatien to the li.eN ens luviting
the Lord to descend it told v- .forations
of welcome. to eonte a thi 1:11,.. posses-
ston of the most eatee lolls and ornate
of the palaces and eith
richest imperial flotilla and '.'.elk over
dowers of Solomon's rardeus, which
were still in the outskirts of ieruea-
tem? No. It struck him with insult as
boon as it could reach him. Let the
ranee drivers In the Bethlehem ears-
numary testify. See the vilest hate
pursue him to the borders of the Nile!
Watch his arraignment as a criminal
In the courts: Nee how they belie his
every melon. misinterpret his best
words. howl at him with worst mottles
wear hien out with sleepless nights on
cold mountains! See him hoisted into
a martyrdom at which the noonday
cowled itself with midnight shadows,
and the rocks shook Into eataciyam.
and the dead started out of their pep-
ulcher, feeling It was no tine. to sleep
when much horrors were being enacted!
The wind% of stormiest opposition
blew on his cradle, blew on his moun-
tain pulpit. blew upon the homesteads
that dared to give Mtn shelter, blew
upon his grave, but he went right on
and sowed the earth with !sympathetic
tears and redeeming blood and eopso-
latiou and helpfulness and redemption
and victory. It was all awful time to
sow. But behold the harvest of ohurch-
es, sayitime. worldwide rharltlee, elv111-
sat lons. In illenniums!
Just call over the namea of the men
and women who have done most for
our pow. 4.141 world. and you will 4.8[1
the name% of theme who hail motet after
them. They erre shunned by the elite;
they were (*mooned by the satirist.;
they lived on food which you and I
would not throw to a kennel. Some of
them died in prison; some of them were
burned at the stake; some of them were
buried at public expense bet:BURP of
the laws of sanitation. They were
hounded thretigh the world and hound-
ed out of it. Now we cross the ocean
to see the room in which they nere
born or died and looldlip at monuments
which the church or the world has
reared to their matchless fidelity atid
courage. After 100 or 200 or 300 years
the world has made tip its mind that
Instead of being flagellated they ought
to have been garlanded; instead of cave
of the mountain for residence they
ought to have had bestowed upon them
an Alhambra.
Victory Over Obstacles.
Young man, you bare planned what
you are going to be and do in the
world, but you are waiting for circum-
stances to become more favorable. You
are, like the farmer in the text, observ-
ing the wind. Better start now. Ob-
stacles will help you if you conquer
them. Cut your way through. Peter
Cooper, the millionaire philanthropist.
who will bless all succeeding centuries
with the institution he founded, work-
ed tire years for $25 a year and his
board. Henry Wilson, the I'liristian
statesman who commanded the United
States senate with the gavel of the
vice presidency, wrote of his early
daps: "Want sat by my cradle. I know
what it is to ask a mother for bread
when she has none to give. I left my
home at 10 years of age and served an
apprenticeship of 11 years, receiviug
a month's schooling each year and at
the end of 11 years of hard work a
yoke of oxen and six sheep, which
brought we $84. In the first month
after I was 21 years of age I went in-
to the woods, drove a team and Out
mill logs. I arose la the morning be-
fore daylight and worked bent till aft-
er dark and received the magnificent
sum of $6 for the month's work. Each
of those dollars looked RS large to me
as the moon looks tonight." Wonder-
ful Henry Wilson! But that was not
his original name. He changed his
name because he did uot want on him.,
the blight of a drunken father. As
the vice president stood in my pulpit
In Brooklyn. making the last address
he ever Made and commended the re-
ligion of Christ to the young men of
that city, I thought to myself. "You
yourself are the eublimest spectacle I
ever saw of victory over obstacles."
For 30 years the wind blew the wrong
way, yet he did not observe the wind.
hut kept right on sowing.
Many it its who are now preachers
of the gospel. or medical practitioners,
or iiieMberg if tue bar, or merchants,
or eitizene in various kinds of business
had very poor opportunity at the start
because we had It too easy-far too
easy. We never appreciated what it is
to get an education, became) Our fa-
thers or older brothers paid the school-
ing, and we did not get the muscle
which nothing but hard work can de-
velop. 1 congratulate yen, young man,
If to you life is a struggle. It is out of
suet' eircumetauces God makes heroes
if they are willing to be made. Cut
your way through. If it were proper
to do so, and you should stand in any
board of bank directors, in any board
of trade, In any legislature, state or na-
tional, and musk all who were brought
up in luxury and ease to lift their
hand, here and there a bawl might be
lifted, but ask all theme who had an
awful hard time at the start to lift
their hands, and most of the bands
woehl be lifted.
Danger of Hesitation.
The Earl of Alsatla, a favorite of Ed-
ward III of England, had excited the rovt Loy PA IEn iAbILITY
jealousy et' other 4-GUI-tiers, Mid 011e Hook "How to i,h'uttlin.el;Istets"
up In triumph to the yealous eourtiere,
who be knew were watching from the,
wintbin-s, eritel out. "Let hint among
yen all that prole iii himself eh ped-
icree go aud f<tot that teastitk,rehletr
Anti you. young num,  'sill Mel a lion
re your way. jet-naps turned beese by
the jealousy of those who wutild enjoy
your rain. But in the etrength of 
make that lion touch. By 4 ;4 Mr
you ran tits it tied defy and challeuge
your antagunisre The Earl of Alslitia
conquered the lien by stoniness of voice
and glare et eye, 'but you may over
come the lion vvith ilie proffered
strength of an almighty arm and an
almighty foot, for God truth promised:
"Thou shalt tread upon the lion mei
adder. The y- ling autl the dragon
shalt thou trample under feet."
Columbus. by eakeilatiou. matte up
his mind that there mail be a new
hemisphere somewhere to brilance the
old hemisphere or it would be a lop-
aided world. And I halve found out,
not liy ealeulation. but by ebservation,
that there Is a great aute.essi for you
somewhere to balance your great strug-
gle. Do not think your cause is pevul-
Ler. The most tarored have been pelt-
ed. mobs smashed the windows of
the Duke of Wellington while hip wit*
lay dead in the house.
But niy subjeet takes another step.
Through medical scienee, and dentletry
that has improved the world's mastica-
tion, and etrouger defense against ell-
math. changes, and better understand-
ing of the laws of health, human life
hits been greatly prolonged. But a
eentenarian is still a wonder. How
many people do you know a hundred
years old? I do not know one. We
talk of a century BA though it were a
very long reach of time. But what is
one eenturs 011 earth c pared with
eenturiee that we ,...are to live some-
where. b .1i0W - relit uries. a mil-
Hoe centuries, a quintillion of cen-
turies? We are *determined to get
ready for the longer life we are to live
after our exit from things sublunav.
We are waiting for more propitious up-
pertunity. We Inure teo much business
to attend to llOw or too much iileasure
to allow anything to interfere with Its
brilliant progress. We are waiting un-
til the wind blows in the right direc-
tion. We are going to now. and sow
thV very best grain. anti We are going
to raise air eternal harvest of happf-
nese.- Wei'.like what you say about
heaven. anif we are going there, and
at the right thine we will mot retitle, but
my lungs are sound, my digestion is
good, the exautiuing phygictan of the
life insurance company says my heart
beats just the right number of times a
minute, and 1 am cautious about sit-
ting in a draft, and I observe all the
laws of hygiene, and my father and
mother lived to be very old. and I come
of a long lived family. So vve adjourn
and poetpotte until. like the farmer
suggested by my text, we allow the
eeedtinte to pans and sudden pneu-
monia or `it reek less bicycle or an ine
governed automobile puts us Out of lift.
n-ith all its Magnificent opportunities
of deciding aright the question of ever-
lasting residence. A Spanish proverb
says, "The road of By and By 'endue to
the town of Never."
Davide Today.
Wliethi.r In your Itt., It Is a ettutli
wind or a north e Ind. ti west wind
or BD east wind that is now iii0Wifig.
do jou net feel like keying: '"Illie
whole subject I now deelde. Lord God,
through thy Son Jeetim ('lariat. St.
slow, I ant thine forever. I throw my-
self, reckless of everything else, Into
the fathomless ocelot of thy mercy."
"But," says some Ont. in a frivolous
and rollicklug way, "I ant tint like the
farmer you Mid in your text. I tlo not
watch he wind. Mint do I care alend
the weather vane? suit slowing ouw."
What are you sowing, toy brotle.r?
Are you sowing evil habits? Are you
sowing and atheistic beliefs?
Are you 'owing hatreds. revenges, die-
contents. neclean thoughts or unclean
actions? If so, you will raise a big
crop, a very big crop. The farmer
sometimes idiots things that do not
come up, and he has to plant them over
again, but those evil things that you
have planted will take root and come
up in harvest of disappointment. In
harvest of pain. In harvest of despair,
In harvest of fire. Go right through
some of the unhappy homes of Wash-
ingtoe and New York and all the cities
and through the hospitals and peni-
tentiaries, and you will find Meekest
up, piled! together, the sheeres of such
an awful harvest. Hosea; one of the
first of all the writing prophets, al-
though four of the other prophets are
put before him in the canon of Scrip-
ture, wrote an astounding metaphor
that may he quoted as descriptive of
those who do evil, "They have sown
the wind, and they shall reap the whirl-
wind." Some one has said, "Children
may be strangled, but deeds never."
There are other persons who truth-
fully say: "1 am doing tbe best can.
The clouds are thick and the wind
blows the wrong way, hut I am sowing
prayers and sowing kindnesses and
sowing helpfulness and sowing laopes
of a better world." Good for you, toy
brother, ray sister! What you plant
will come up; what you sow will rise
Into a hareeet the wealth of which you
will not know until you go up higher.
1 hear the rustling of your harvest in
the bright fields of heaven. The soft
gales of that land, as they pass, bend
the fedi headed grain in curves of twen-
ty. It is golden in the light of a sun
that never sets. As you pass In you
will not leave to gird on the sickle for
the reaping, and there will be nothing
to remind you of weary husbandmen
tolling under hot Ptinuner sun on earth
and lying down under the shadow of
the tree at noontide, so tired were they,
so very tired. No, no; your harvest
will be reaped without any toll of your
hands, without any hesweating of your
brow. Christ one of his sermons
told how your harvest will be gathered
when he said, "The reapers are the an
gels."
tcoartiehe nee; Louis Elansch„ ti TJ 
Hugh's
Chill Tonic
(PALATABLE)
Potter Than ()stoned mild yellow,.
lOoutaius no Amato 'I itellebie
Excellent General Tonic
As Well ae a sure ours for ORILLA and
FEVERS, Malarial Fevers, Swamp Fe
vers 'and Bilious Fevers
IT NEVER FAILS.
Jest what you need at Shia season.
Mild Laxative,
Nervous Sedative,
Splendid Tonic.
Guaranteed by all druggists. Don't
take any substitute Try it. 5oc and
$100 bottle.. Prepared by
Robinson-Pettet Co.,
(J%Oa ATE!,
Louisville, Ky.
r PATENTS 40,EgiansIOBTAINEDEEtime while the king was absent they I charges moder!jfe. ree Ifll patent in secured.
persuaded the queen to turn a lion i E eLestitaistricdly confidential. "Admen,NS. emelt Lawyer. *mosque, D.
loose In the eourt to test the earl's cour-
age. The earl, rising at break of day,
as was his custom. came into the court-
yard and met the lion, and the jealous
eourtlera from the windows watched
the scene. The lion, with bristling hair
and a growl, was ready to spring upon
the earl when he, undaunted, shouted
to the monster. -Stand, you dog!"
Then the lion couched, anti the earl
took It by the mane and turned it back
Into the cage, leaving his handkerchief
on the neck of the monster nnel, tooling
Commencing May 15th, and continn.
ng until September 3Jth., the Illinois
Central Ft. R. will sell round trip
tickets as follows Cerulean Springs,
800, Dawson Springs, $1.70, firittenden
Springs, $3.25, Grayson Springs, $6 tiO,
Tickets will be limited to 90 diva from
dab it mak ter Warn, exempt that
WINN NM sem AIMS let, will bi
dallied So 00.116111
•• •
Dyspepsia Cure
Digests what you eat.
It artificially digests the food and aids
Nature in strengthening and recon-
structing the exhausted digestive or.
it, la the latest discovered digest.
and tonic. No otuer preparation
can approach it in efficiency. It in-
etantly relievesand permanently cures stomach for half an 
hour. I tided one An elegant farm of 150 scree on OoxMill Road 4 mtles from Hopkinsville;
Dyspepsia, Indigestion, Heartburn, bottle of your Kodol Dyspepai will improved, good dwelling, 6 looms,
Flatulence, Sour Stomach, Nausea, land eau now eat lay breakfast
snda Our 
stables, granary, corn and all necessary
Sick Headache, Gastralgia Crampsand , es meals with a relish and my food IR out houses ; first class land in fine con-
all other results of imperfect digestion. ' tborcughly digested. No!
sPrimaieeireestas. simoftdelkSIL.lailrebouidlsepecmpataialaim14iedittiseer g troKtirbilea Di" I H. P;1.111P I t°. "A t If ilo3nri gu tiros f,intiTuaeac x One cliti:no; the beet business locations ill Iti.
Valuable store room on Main street.
ProPorod by E. C. DeWITT & CO.. Chicago ' Kodol Dyspspst. Ogre digests what 7001 city
_Wiseman & ileum
ant
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..tee Reeanfield, one of the most prom-
inent dry goods merchants of Clarksville,
has leased a fine motern business house
In Memphis and will move there in the
early tali. He will close out his limo
nem in Olarksvills at once.
PURIFY
THE BLOOD
If yet would have health
and energy in hot weather
you should see to it in the
earlv Spring that your blood
I. pure and vital organs
stroag and active.
PRICKLY
ASH
BITTERS
IS THE GREATEST
BLOOD PURIFIER
ON EARTH.
The efhcacy of this remedy
in purifying the blood and
putting the system to ordet
I. without • parallel in the
medical world. Bo thorough
sod far-reaching is it that it
carries its great cleansing
and regulating influence to
every part of the body, cast-
ing out impurities that have
resulted from Winter diet,
purifying the bowels,
strengthening the kidneys,
liver and stomach, Red pw-
paring the entire body to
tenitt the disease germs
which come with w a r in
weather. Those who use
this great puriger during
the Spring, months will
stand the httat better and be
free from the debilitating
ailinenjs which invariably
attack the body that is
(logged up with impurities.
SOLD BY ALL DRUGGISTS.
PRICE, $1.00.
Jps, 0, Cook, Special Agt.
A BLAZED ROAD.
An experienced merchant, in a talk
about the domoss anti cau-es of lust-
nees, said that most of the great mer-
chants of today had their start outlet
conditions which were no better than
those of nine-tenths of the smell deal-
ers; the, by industry and thrift, aided
by steady, peneetent and sometimes
heroic rewspapor advertising, almost
any me:Thant csn ruseh commer,
great clew
Tao Mau, tired, nervous man can
not succomfully compote with his
healthy rival. DeWitt's -Little Early
Wang the famous pills for eonvtipation
will remove the canon of your troubles.
R 0 Hardwick.
BITTEN BY A SPIDER
-- -
Rev J T. Rushing Suffers Much Pais
From insect's Poison.
Rev, J. T Rushing. pastor of the
Methodist ober( h.waa bet tn • few days
ago by a spid.r. and boa suff-oed con-
siderably in eoceequenci,
The bile was on b's rig ht aide which
has swo'leu and • skin etnetion has ap-
peared. It is believed that the poison
will soon be expelled
Bezates, staltrheum, totter, chafing,
Ivy poisoning and all tine tc.rieres are
weekly cured by I.)«W at's Witch Hazel
Salve The certain pile core It
Hardwick.
NOTICE TO DELEOATES
Of Ike Lettuce') C. E Convestion To
Be Held At Covington
W. S Donley, State President, gives
notice that Vione persons contemplating
going from Stntucky to the State 0
E. conveutieu to be bold in Covington
will go on Friday. Jul. 5. '1 h-y will
radiate tickets to Cinciutati, hot leave
the train at Covingten. They will
theu go to the First Chilstian church
where they will be taken in Mary and
pfbperly cared ft r.
A surgical operation is not neeessary
to cure p.1 s DeWitt's Witch Hazel
Salve saves all that tlyetille and Diver
tails. Beware of eauuterfeits. R. C.
Flardwirk.
MANAGEMENT CHANOF.S.
The livery firm , or McIntire It We, e
has been dined% Mr. 0 T. McIntire
retiring
The business will be continuoi at the
pres.int stsori on W 7 - h St. by Mr Mat
ny Wade.
• ••14.4•....
Mr James brown of Putsu.outh, 1, a.,
over 90 years of age suffered for yews
with a bad more on his face Ph) Stettin@
could not help him. DeWitt's Witch
Pres! Salve cured Mtn permanently.
It. Si Hardwick.
DEATH OF OR. STANION.
News has been received here of Dr
T. F. Stanton, which coourred in Buda-
pest, Hungary on May 24. His death
was caused by coosumption.
Dr Stanton was a veterinary surgeon
and formerly had an office in this city.
After he left here be ea* veterinary
surgeon with Barnum& Bailey's circus.
"The cloak's.s told we my cough was
incurable One Minute Oough Cure
made me • well man." Norris Silver,
North Stratford, N. H. Peosuseyou've
not found relief non' a stubborn cough,
don't despair. One Minute Gough ()tire
has cored shounnos and it will cure
yoo. Safe and sure. R. O. Hardwick.
1111.1. LEAVE CtARKSVILLE.
V .
day night Ith the city holiest in Palo.
..y. a native 
 
  
ii‘eyC.O.Afyi SitilEayorY..p:1;. I il: ISI SeT,st l
DEAD.
ioei,i bd i an ids T, ha lutreo 1
AMINO Daitusher,"--s-ge-d between ferry
five and ati • well-known print
ceire 
after
was butter known as ..0,0„,,,i
itan:aids 1 bdt :sew, is'it' rt:gise.dn eHrwoers di t:hapeev ::( oEttinliegevilroisn,hattntir
Mike Dsonahm, a job printer at Foto
' esti, and two states". onset 
l.rx'egtoIf 
1
! a: .d the other at Ifilebville.
DSO'S!, dieosse and death follow negt
lent of the bowel.. Try DeWitt's Lino,'
E dly Risers to regulate them and yolk
will add pelts to your life at.d life to
yyur years Nasty to tak-4, pryer gripe
It C Hard ev tek
_
MULES
Nice lot of mules for sale- from four
ot six years. whit opii A S. !AVMS
w. P. wntriss. T. a.
 I
Vis infree & knight,
Real Estate. ,
Th., season of the -year' When people
Want to buy real estate ii at hand, and
we invite those who want to buy or sell
to consult this column.
We have elm-ellen% facilities for cote
d octing the business and will advertise
property put into our hands free of
charge, and will furnish prospective
customers conveyanCe to look at prop-
erty without cost to them. Come to see
as if you want to sell, it mita you noth•
mg if you fail.
A et 'soda from of 210 acres GU turn -
ph. toad fee miles frum klotkneville.
Now eight item Marlines with three
powebts, well arranged with hot amid
old water, bath nib, water closet, tic.
good stock barns, greenery, cabius,ozo„
with windniill, branch of never tailing
water through the farm, All under goo I
sure fence and in a bgb stale of cult'-
vat ion and in 'lc -inns neighborhood. A
model stock farm. Wel be sold cheap.
Farm of 270 sores in Caldwell Co,.
4 mints awn Scottaburg and 1. 0 -
R,.! R. and 8 m les from Princeton Ky.
Tbis farm has a good frame dwelling
10 room', good stock barn,tobacco barn
grainary, good out heaves, 2 good Vet•IIP
Ntli dab spring, 100 uteri s of the tat. d lie
III file large White Oak timber,
A spit mild farm of FU *ern, good
dwelling with 8 rooms, stable, tcbaceo
bin, apple and peach orchard, extra
hue wee, good cistern, plenty of emelt
.efse r, walled renal% nine fertile end in
a high state of cultivation. Ou Public
road %Phut 2 miles of Ornery Ky Will
be iiold at a bargain.
175 acres of land with improNetnenta
4 Miles from Ho:Aden/lie OD Mauison-
viile road. ()heap, Sin(()
A beautiful home; two story brick
residence; ii rooms; hall mid bath room
with bath fixtures and all moo em con-
veniences; everythieg new and in ex-
eellent repair; bowie piped for water
bid gas, and wired for electricity; good
cedar, cisteru, stable and all other
neceesary outbuildings lore shade treee.
This property will be sold at a bargain.
We have the follow iug Florida lands
that we will sell at low price or ex•
change for farming land in this section:
361 acres in Peace oonnty, 120 Scree in
Panxi county, 200 scree in Hernando
county and 160 acres in Hillabore coun-
ty. One of Sits above tracts is heavily
titubered with the finest yellow pine,
and another is heavily timbered with
the pine from which they make turpen-
tine. For further description, etc, see
us.
One of the most desirable Menses in
the city for boarding house; centrally
located, convenient to business and de-
pots, within one square of Main St.
Good farm of 160 scree, 2 miles froln
Bennettatown, Ky. Good house 3
rooms, tenant house, good well, large
tobacco barn, good frame stable 18:30
feet, 40 acres in fine timber, good level
land and a desirable farm convenient
to schools and churches and on good
road,
• cottage on corner of Brown and
Broad 'trete", 7 rooms, good outbuild-
ings, cistern, etc. Cheap and on rea•
sortable terms.
t• oefrgwoods. s, store house and resi-
dence for Pale at good town on L. & N.
H. R. First-class paying business, nice
location, good neighborhood, churches
and schools convenient, residence h
ro ma, water works and modern im-
provements, ten acres of nice ground
with residence, good reasons for selling
Residence, 5 rooms, stable, carriage
house and all necessary outbuildings,
good cistern and orchard. Two acres of
land atijoining South Kentucky College,
$1.500. Will sell this place allow price
and on easy terms.
Elegant two story residence on cor-
ner of 14th and Campbell streets, fronts
82,-, feet on Campbell street by ihS feet
to alley, house has 8 rooms and all ne-
ceesary outbuildings, nice shade trees,
fine gar lea and grape arbor.
Well improved suburban place with
16 acres of ground, house 5 rooms, goo°
cistern, stable, poultry bouse, carriage
house, milk house, etc., everything in
good repair. Complete set of farming
implements go with the place.
Good farm 223 acres, on Nashville
road, 7 miles from Hopkinsville and it
miles from Pembroke, good two-story
brick dwelling, 6 rooms, good well, '2
large new barns, stables and grainary.
This farm will be sold at a low price
and on easy terms.
Large ten-story house and two scree
of ground froutturt Ott first street and
running back to the river.
135 acres tf land 6 niiles from town
near Princeton road, dwelling, two to-
bacco barns and other out buildings
price $5 net acre.
Good residence on corner of Main and
1st streets, frouting 60 feet on Main by
200 feet deep. House has six rooms,
good cistern, stable and necessary out-
buildings, l'or sale.
85 acres of fine land just outside toil.
gste onyalmyra road. $65 per acre.
3 tracts of land near Bennettatown,
about 300 acme: Will be cot.verted into
2 or II tracts. Sold on es...iy terms.
A nice cottage on 4th St., four rooms
ard kitchen, porch, good ou:Asonses and
cistern, pric« $900.
Two good reeidence lot, on Main $t.
in Hopkinsville, well located. The on-
ly vacant lots on West side of Main St.
for sale at a low price
Litigant lot SOz200 It, on Jesup ave-
nue. Good home with 4 large rooms, 2
porolies, cistern outbaildnigs, shade
and f r°lreigt e egant farmes, 
Price 
15 a$1 ,4erre.Ao of land,
kovil public road, in one of the best
neighborhoods in South Christian, con•
vt•utt-lit to postonice, whoas eon
charehen. In a high i state of enetvalluei,
gotei remits aud hall, ode
largo tobacco barn, good stable.' and
caw houses, '4 new mania, smoke house,
hen house, buggy house, new wire
fence, nice young orchard, grapes, rap-
berries and strawberries, pleuty of wa-
ter, very desirable, will be sold cheap
and on easy terms.
Some beautiful vacant lots on Waluut
street.
400 acres of desirable fanning land in
Montgomery county, Tenn., heavily
timbered, 10 tidies from Howell, Ky.
PtreieSgraI Perot "11:1.1". ue m  acres in, neighbor-
hood of Howell,. Ky., at agreat bargain
165 acres of land near Clarksville-
pike, 3 miles from Hopkinaville. $40
per acre. Very desireable.
Very desirable suburban residence.
house two stories, b rooms, new and in
good repair, about 7 acres of land. just
notable the city .imits on one of the beet
Otree
A nice residence at (Jasity, Ky. Loo
of 10 acres, six room cottage and tin
rooni office in yard ;good servants bowie;
large good ice, home, large stable and
carriage hones and, all necessary out
buildings; splendid shade and fruit
trees, never failing well, good cistern;
convenient to clopot, school and church;
ifrom Hopk innate with good
pike nearly the whole distance. Splen•
did location for a doctor
Bold by R. C. Hardwick
"A few mouths ago, Wed which I at.
fcr breakfast would not remain on my
I eat K. 1. Hardwiok.
A two story cottage on South Camp-
bell St., lot 7OxlSSta feet,fivo bed rooms,
sitting rocni, dining room, kitchen, lock
room and four porches, on first floor;
four bed menu, two lumber rooms and
a;sewing TOOM: OD second; floor; also
splendid dry cellar 18x14 feet with brick
walls arid floor, good cistern,coal house,
meat house, kindling house and servant
house. TERMS-One third cash, bal-
ance in four equal annual .payments,
ti per cent. interest on deferred pay-
ment..
Listim
of Good
Begins in the
growing. Anywhere
between the plantation
and the coffee pot the flavor may be changed, the
quality spoiled by carelessness, inexperience, or un-
scrupulous methods. From the time Arbuckles' Coffee
leaves the hands of the grower until it reaches the user in
a sealed packet, it is handled with the same watchful care,
the same thought for cleanliness, that you would give any
article of food that goes on your table. That's the reason
it costs the grocer a cent a pound more than its cheap
imitations. The extra cent you pay for
IIIIIICKLES'
Roasted Coffee
buys much more than a cent's worth of quality and
strength. A pound of Arbuckles' Coffee will give you
more cupfuls of better coffee than you
Nvould get from other package coffees.
Be sure you get Arbuckles' Roasted Coffee. Other
package coffees are but imitations of Arbuckles'.
In each pound package of A rbnekleir Roasted Coffee there is a
list of articles. With owe pseksie In which the List Is found th•
purchaser had bought a definite part of some article to be implocted by
lam or her from the List, subject only to the oondition that tbe sig-
nature on ins package is to be rat out and returned to our Notion
Dem. You saouid see this Lin Address all comiatuiloatIons ta
ARBUCKLE BROS.
Notion Department. NEW YORK CITY, N.T.
KENTUCKY CLOPS.
According to. the United States gov-
ernment crop report for the past link,
the Indications are for a good wheat
crop in the state. Dronth and the Hes-
sian fly have done some damage. I The
tobacco acreage is leas than usual. Corn
will be very late and oats will make a
short crop. Apples are dropping bully
The indications are for ta good peach
orop.
Christian county Profiled@ are fine
for wilt at crop, corn growing rapidly:
most of tobacco crop set panties good;
oats fair: frtiit is not goo I, peaches are
better than apples.
CURES ECZEMA AND ITCHING HUMORS
THROUGH THE BLOOD -COSTS NOTH
ING TO TRY IT
B. 1; !k. ,iletstee Blood Balm) taken
internally v.!11 kill all the hornets in
in the blood teat elute the 'awful itch-
ing of Eczema, ('abs.S S.7aifoi, Ulcers,
Watery Blisters, Boils, Pimples, Aching
Bones ono 'Joints, Pro.kly PAins in the
Skin, old, e.tting Sore, Ulcers, etc
Botanic Blood Baku will make the
blood pure and rich, heal every sore and
permanently atop, all the itching senate
eons. Botanic Blood Balm gives the
rich glow of health 'to the Min. B. B. B.
at drug stores, $1. Trial trtattneet free
by writing Blood Balm Co., Atlanta. Ga.
Describe trouble and free medical &dries
given until cured. Costs sorbing to try
B. 11 B , as medicine is sent Prepaid.
BRYAN AT BOWLING GREEN.
Hon W. J Bryan, of Nebrasks. wEl
()pity er a lecture in Bo* loot t, rne it nn
the evening of July 5 for the beer tit of
the Normal School library.
A GENTLE HINT.
In our style of climate. With' Os etei
den change of climate-fait, will and
sunshine often intermingled in ihenme
dap-it is no wonder that our children,
friends and relateves are so frequently
taken from us by neglected cy.(1-, halt
the (laths resulting directly frcat this
cause. A bottle of Brobee's German
Syrup knot about your Ilona for imme-
diate use will prevent serious s'-ckness, a
large doctor's bill, and perhaps deash,by
the nee of three of four doses For cur-
ing consumption, hemorrhages, pneumo-
nia, se/ere cougha, comp, or any disease
of the throat or lungs, Its soirees's's sim-
ply wonderful, as your druggist will tail
you. Get a sample bottle tree from R.
0, Hardwick, Oily Pharmacy. Regales
Mae 138. Get Green's Prise Alma/lac.
Women are like
Flowers. Healthy andstrongthey blossom
and bloom. Sickly, they wther and
de, Every woman ought to look Well
and feel well. It's her right and duty,
but she might as welt try to put out a
fire with oil as to be healthy and at-
tractive with disease correct:rig the
organs that make her a woman. Upon
their health depends her health. If
there is inflammation' or weakening
drains or suffering at the monthly
period, attend to it at once. Don't
delay. You're one step nearer the
grave every day ycu istO it off.
Women can stand a great deal, but
they cannot live forever with desease
dragging at the most delicate and
vital organs In their body. You may
have been deceived In so-called cures.
W• doter see how you could help it-,
there is so much worthies* stuff ea
the market. Hut you won't bis dl.-
appointed in Bradfiettl's PESO, Reg-
ulator. We believe it is the-hue medi-
eine on earth for womanly ill*. There
Is as much differsnae between it ac-1
other isosealisid remedies as there is
bet wide Tight and wrong. Bradfield. s
Female Regleator soothes the pain,
.stops the drains, promotes regularity,
strengthens, purifies and cisanses. It
does alt this quickly and easily and
naturally. His for wealsmaionc to de-
Ode wto-ther they win be healthy or
sick. bradtiell'• Regulator It.. at
band. al per battle at drug atone.
Opal twist fr., 11...41•1
TM- O510111111614.41011( 0., Atialits. Ga.
• - •
PATENTS
timparows. hell'.norool k,
tn Oasis P. !I snit Yerelea ?smuts se 4 Ts-Marks,••t„
Irsiroot terms ins" *fend to torsos,. Q
PATTY? LAW11(111Z
TS 
-. WIAZW TILLOTIOIL.
20.000 HROUGH THEM.
All t nZAIZPInndentlalll advise.
?4,1,,te obtrigell.
ts)
W;1' C. A. SNOW & CO.
Dye. t1 S. Pow Office WASHINGTON, 13,
PATENT LAWYERS,
C STOCK
THE-
AMEE!GAN INVESTMENT COMPANY,(Incorporated.)
SURPLUS
MU COUPON HOLDERS
ddress all corresponcence to
HOME OFFICE.
LEXINGTON, KY.
COOL: TER... ; TO FIRST CLASS AGENTS.
$ 25,000 00
125,000 00
200,000 0$
exactly where its "at."
They are all tested
before the supply is exh
number.
Breathes there a man with
feelings so dead
Who shiveringly hath not
said:
"This is a cold, a very cold
day."
If you want to always be sure of
the exact temperature get one of
those
Thermometers
At the NEW ERA office and do
not guess at it any more. You can
get one
Absolutely
FREE! -
by complying with the following
conditions:
Subscribe for the WEEKLY
NEW ERA, paying one dollar for
one year in advance, or it you are
already a subscriber, pay all arrear-
ages (if any) and one year in ad-
Vallee-
The same plan works with the
Daily only you pay $1.25 for three
months in advance.
The Thermometers are 12 inches
long, with a magnifying tube which
makes the column of fluid seem so
large there is no trouble in telling
and absolutely correct. Get one
gusted as we only have a limited
nrct Co
W. 7th Street, Near Main.
This COSTS YOU NOTHINGI
The Eclipse Egg Carrier
Providt., the Safest and Most Convenient Mode of Trans-
porting Eggs to the Local Market.
• It Is Strong and Durable
With Metal Drop Handles and Patent Folding Filler and
Will Hold I() Dozen Eggs.
HOW
TO
SECURE
IT
Every new subscriber to the WEEKLY KY.
41EW ERA who pays One Dollar for a year's sub-
scription in advance will be presented with the
EGG CARRIER FREE OF CHARGE
All 01.1 Subscribers can secure the Eclipee Egg Cartier upon the
payment of all arrearages and advancing the subscription One year.
Take advantage of this l offer on;OArTadOdNr E, as it may be withdrawn at
any time. 
c 
1Vew nria CO
HOPICINSVILLE.
•-•
Sq..-,-.~,:fdi4w:c•-•,i.-soztt:i'vv-tAiisemoottitsseek .
• *".,
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